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SUBJECT: Nuclear Waste Policy Act Litigation Status Report

This litigation status report summarizes significant recent
developments in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act cases then sets forth
the general status of these cases.

*I..

SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTS IN
THIS REPORTING PERIOD

New developments in the Nucler Waste Policy Act Litigation since
our last report to you include the following:

1. Department of Energy Produces Over A Million
Documents for Review.

In response to motions filed by the states and other
parties seeking to be allowed to conduct discovery, the
USDOE offered to make 'internal deliberative files"
available for review. USDOE has now produced over a
million documents for inspection. However, these documents
are poorly indexed or, in some instances, not indexed.
Also, we have discovered that some relevant documents are
not included among those produced. Our current efforts are
directed toward resolving the details of this document
review with attorneys from USDOE and the Justice Department
(see attached correspondence). We are also attempting to
organize a workable process for reviewing these massive
documents. We are coordinating our efforts with Oregon,
Idaho, and the Yakima Indian Nation.
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2. Court Grants State of Texas' Motion for Extension
of Time for Filing Second Repository Briefs.

The State of Texas moved on April 23, 1987 for a 17-day
extension of time in which to file its brief on the
suspension of the second repository search in Washington
v. Herrington, No. 87-7085. The Court granted Texas'
motion and set May 22, 1987 as the date by which all
petitioners must submit opening briefs on the motions for
declaratory relief filed by the State of Washington and The
National Parks and Conservation Association.

II.
STATUS OF CHALLENGES TO MAY 28, 1986
FIRST REPOSITORY SELECTION DECISIONS

1. Eikenberry, et al. v. Herrington, et al., 9th Cir.
No. 86-7325: This action challenges the validity of six
decisions the United States Department of Energy
announced on May 28, 1986 relating to the selection of
Hanford as one of three sites recommended for charac-
ization as a high-level nuclear waste repository. The
actions challenged include:

a. The nomination of five sites, including Hanford, as
suitable for site characterization as a high-level
nuclear waste repository;

b. The issuance of environmental assessments relating
to each of the nominated sites;

c. The recommendation by Secretary Herrington to the
President that three of the nominated sites,
including Hanford, undergo site characterization:

d. The preliminary determination by Secretary Herrington
that the recommended sites are suitable for development
as repositories;

e. The approval by the President of the United States of
the three recommended sites, and

f. The suspension of the search for a site for a second
repository.
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Other parties which have challenged some or all of these actions
include the states of Nevada, Texas, Utah, and Mississippi, the
Yakima Indian Nation, Clark County PUD No. l, and several private
organizations including the Sierra Club, the Environmental Defense
Fund, the Coalition for Safe Power, People Against Nuclear Dumping
at Hanford, the National Parks and Conservation Association,
Nuclear Waste Task Force, and the International Union of
Agricultural and Industrial Workers. The challenges embodied in
these related cases are set forth in an attached matrix.

Significant developments in this case to date include thle
following:

Motion to Transfer Denied.

On October 29, 1986, the Ninth Circuit denied a motion by
the Department of Energy to transfer all Nuclear Waste
Policy Act cases to the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals.

1986 NWPA Cases Consolidated.

In the same October 29, 1986 order, the Court consolidated
all 1986 Nuclear Waste Policy Act cases for purposes of
filing and docketing.

USDOE Ordered to Maintain New Policy of
Document Retention.

The State of Washington moved for an order enjoining
destruction of any documents relating to the May 28, 1986
decisions. The Court ordered the Department of Energy to
maintain a policy calling for retention of all documents
relating to the selection of repository sites or to
immediately advise the Court of any change in that new
policy. The new USDOE policy was adopted in response to
the state's motion for an injunction.

Motion for Appointment of Special Master Denied; Single
Panel of Judges Designated to Consider All Motions.

On November 6, 1986, the State of Washington filed a
"Motion for Entry of Case Management Order" in which all
petitioners in the 1986 cases joined. The motion requested
appointment of a special master to oversee discovery and
conduct fact-finding. The motion also asked for an order,
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which would manage the cases according to groupings of
claims which involve similar issues. The proposed order
would allow different briefing schedules to be set for
different issues. In a March 4, 1987 order, the Court
denied the motion for appointment of a special master.
However, the Court did designate a singfe panel to hear all
motions filed prior to assignment of the cases to a "merits
panel." Additionally, renewed discovery motions are to be
submitted to a designated judge. We are hopeful the
designations of a single motions panel and a judge to
oversee discovery will provide the continuity and
expedition which we sought to achieve through appointment
of a special master.

Motion for Order Establishing Entitlement to
Discovery Denied: Requests for Specific Discovery
May Be Renewed After Review of USDOE Files.

The states of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho moved the Court
for an order establishing their entitlement to conduct
discovery. Other petitioners filed similar motions. In
response to these motions, USDOE offered to nake 'internal
deliberative documents" available for review. The
Department of Energy argued that this offer made the
discovery motions moot. The State of Washington filed a
reply on behalf of five states, the Yakima Indian Nation,
and several environmental groups. We stated that the
Department of Energy's offer would expedite document
review, but it did not eliminate the need for discovery..
The Court denied the motions for discovery without
prejudice to renewal of specific discovery requests within
14 days after review of documents presented by the
Department of Energy.

Court Denies USDOE's Motion for Consolidation with
Siting Guidelines Cases.

The Department of Energy's motion to consolidate all 1986
cases with the siting guidelines cases was also denied in
the Court's March 4, 1987 order. The State of Washington,
along with all other petitioners, opposed this motion for
consolidation.
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2. Nuclear Waste Board of the State of Washington,
et al. v. U.S. Department of Energy, et al., 9th Cir.
No. 86-7326: This action challenges the issuance
of a preliminary determination that Hanford is
suitable for development as a high-level
radioactive waste repository. The state's position
is that the preliminary determination of
suitability must be issued for three sites after
completion of site characterization, not before
site characterization.

No active processing of this case had begun before
it was consolidated with Eikenbery v. Herrington
and other 1986 NWPA cases.

III.
STATUS OF CHALLENGE TO SUSPENSION

OF SECOND REPOSITORY SITE-SELECTION

State of Washington, et al. v. United States Department of
Energy, et al., 9th Cir. No. 86-7327 and No. 87-7085: This
action challenges the Secretary of Energy's decision to
suspend the search for a second nuclear waste repository.
The Secretary stated on May 28, 1986 that he would not
decide whether or when to renew the search until the
mid-1990's,.well beyond the 1989 date by which he is
required to recommend candidate sites.

Other parties which have challenged the "indefinite
postponement" of the second repository search include the
states of Idaho, Oregon, and Texas, the Yakima Indian
Nation, Clark County PUD No. 1, and private organizations
including the Environmental Defense Fund, the National
Parks and Conservation Association, Coalition for Safe
Power, People Against Nuclear Dumping at Hanford, and the
Nuclear Waste Task Force.

The following states have been granted intervention in the
cases challenging the suspension of the second repository
search for the purpose of supporting the Secretary of
Energy's decision:

a) New Hampshire
b) Maine
c) Virginia
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d) North Carolina
e) Wisconsin, and
f) Minnesota

In addition, approximately 20 nuclear power utility
organizations (led by Arkansas Power and Light Company)
have intervened in this case (as well as the other two
cases we initiated on June 4, 1986).

Significant developments in this case include the
following:

State of Washington Files Motion for Declaratory Relief.

On September 19, 1986, this office filed a motion in the
nature of a summary judgment asking the Court to declare
the-Secretary's suspension of the site selection to be in
violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. This motion was
accompanied by a request for an expedited hearing on the
motion. Idaho and former Senator Slade Gorton filed briefs
amicus curiae with the Court of Appeals in support of our
motion. The State of Montana joined with Ida¶ho in
supporting our motion. The United States filed a response
in opposition to our motion requesting that the Court
decline to consider the motion. USDOE did not address the
legal issues presented. On October 23, 1986, we filed a
motion for an order requiring USDOE to respond to the
merits of the issues.

The National Parks and Conservation Association
subsequently filed a "Motion for Declaration of Invalidity
of Continued DOE Siting Activities for a First High-Level
Nuclear Waste Repository" which asked the Court to declare
that no further site selection for a first repository may
be lawfully undertaken so long as siting activities for
selection of a second repository remain suspended. USDOE
asked the Court to decline to consider the motion.

Court Grants Expedited Hearing on Motion for
Declaratory Relief.

In an order issued March 4, 1987, the Court granted
Washington's motion for an expedited hearing; the Court
ordered all parties and intervenors wishing to participate
in briefing on the motions filed by Washington and the
National Parks and Conservation Association to so advise
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the Court. A new docket number was assigned as follows:
State of Washington v. Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 87-7085. A
schedule was established which initially required opening
briefs to be submitted on May 5, 1987. The State of Texas
moved for an extension of time in which to file briefs.
The Court granted the extension and ordered petitioners'
opening briefs to be filed by Ilay 22, 1987.

IV.
SITING GUIDELINES LITIGATION

Environmental Policy Institute v. Herrington, Consolidated
Cases Nos. 84-7854, etc., including State of Washington,
Nuclear Waste Board v. USDOE,'Nos. 85-7128 and 86-7253 (9th
Cir.)''

USDOE moved, in 1985, to dismiss the Nuclear Waste Board's
case on the grounds that the guidelines are not "ripe" for
review. All briefing on the motion by the parties was
completed in the summer of 1986. On April 24, 1986, the
Court issued an order stating "the motion is 'hereby
referred to the merits panel." This-action means that the
three-judge panel will consider the United States' motion
to dismiss at the same time the hearing on the merits of
the litigation takes place.-

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in June, issued an
order consolidating all of the siting guidelines cases
initiated by the various states and private groups. The
latest states to be granted party "intervenor" status in
this litigation are Oregon and Idaho.

On October 29, 1986, the Ninth Circuit denied USDOE's
motion to transfer these siting guidelines cases, along
with other nuclear'Vaste cases, to the District of Columbia
Circuit.

On November 6, 1986, we filed a motion for the appointment
of a special master to oversee discovery and
supplementation of the record in these cases. Most other
petitioners joined in the motion. USDOE opposed the
motion, but in a January 14, 1987 response, stated it will
allow petitioners to review "internal deliberative
documents." The Court issued an order on March 4, 1987 in
which it denied the motion for a special master. Discovery
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was denied without prejudice to renewal of specific
discovery requests after review of USDOE files.

The USDOE has moved to consolidate the siting guidelines
cases with the 1986 cases. In an order issued March 4,
1987, the Court denied the motion for consolidation.

On November 24, 1986, we filed a cautionary Petition for
Review of the siting guidelines "for the purpose of
preserving claims filed by these Petitioners in Ninth
Circuit No. 85-7128 and Ninth Circuit No. 86-7253 in light
of the unresolved 'Motion to Dismiss' those cases filed by
Respondents." The petition simply repeats our challenge to
the siting guidelines to preclude any argument by USDOE
that a challenge had to be filed after implementation of
the guidelines in order to be timely.

V.

STATUS OF CHALLENGE TO USDOE'S DENIAL
OF GRANT REQUEST FOR LITIGATION FUNDING.

On May 28, 1986, Nevada initiated litigation in the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals challenging USDOE's refusal to
provide Nevada with monies from the Nuclear Waste Fund to
finance litigation challenging the validity of USDOE's
implementation of the NWPA's repository siting program.
Nevada v. Herrington, No. 86-7311 (9th Cir.). Utah,
Mississippi, and Wisconsin intervened in that case.

Thereafter, on July 28, 1986, this office filed similar
litigation in the same court. The case, Department of
Ecology of the State of Washington, et al. v. USDOE, et
al., No. 86-7456 (9th Cir.), centers on the United States
Department of Energy's denial on June 17, 1986 of a
Department of Ecology request for funds to finance
litigation.

This office filed a brief on the merits on October 6, 1986.
The USDOE filed its responding brief on October 24, 1986.
On November 14, 1986, we filed a joint reply brief with
Nevada, Wisconsin, Utah and Mississippi. Oral argument was
heard before a three-judge panel on February 12, 1987.

The Yakima Indian Nation has also challenged the USDOE's
denial of funding litigation in its petition for review.
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VI.
STATUS OF TENNESSEE'S CHALLENGE TO MONITORED
RETRIEVABLE STORAGE (MRS) RECOMMENDATION

"Monitoried Retrievable Storage" (MRS).

Tennessee v. Herrington, No. 85-0959, D.Ct. Tenn., related
to section 141 of the NOPA. That section directs USDOE to
report to Congess its recommendations relating to the
establishment of a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility for the disposal of high-level nuclear waste. In
July 1985, USDOE issued a report recommending the location
of such a facility in Tennessee. On August 20, 1986,
Tennessee challenged USDOE's processing of the MRS
provisions of the NTIPA contending that USDOE's actions were
in conflict with "cooperation and consultation"
requirements of the NWPA, and that NWPA, itself, conflicts
with the United States Constitution, Article I, Sec. 7.

The United States moved to dismiss the case dn
jurisdictional grounds. That motion was denied by the
District Court on November 26, 1985, and on December 5,
1985, USDOE appealed the District Court's action to the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. On February 5, 1986, the
United States District Court also ruled that USDOE failed
to "consult and cooperate" with the State of Tennessee as
required by the NWPA in relation to USDOE's MRS siting
activity. In light thereof, the Court enjoined USDOE from
presenting a MRS recommendation to Congress containing
studies prepared in violation of the NWPA.

In a decision issued November 25, 1986, the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeal held: (1) the courts of appeals have
original and exclusive jurisdiction over actions regarding
the compliance with the consultation and-cooperation
requirements with respect to MRS facilities; and (2) the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not require the Secretary of
Energy to consult with a state before submitting proposals
to Congress regarding the location and construction of MRS
facilities. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, therefore,
reversed the District Court's ruling that it had
jurisdiction over the case and dismissed the State of
Tennessee's petition for review. The State of Tennessee
petitioned for a rehearing en banc (i.e., a hearing before
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all of the judges of the Sixth Circuit as opposed to a
three-judge panel). Tennessee also requested orders (a
stay of the mandate or an injunction) which would prevent
USDOE from submitting the MRS proposal to Congress until
the case is finally determined. USDOE asked that the
mandate be issued immediately so the proposal may be
submitted to Congress.

The Sixth Circuit denied the motion for rehearing but
stayed the issuance of the mandate until February 7 to
allow Tennessee to file a petition for certiorari with the
United States Supreme Court. Tennessee filed a petition
for certiorari on February 5, 1987. The Supreme Court
denied certiorari on March 30, 1987 and USDOE submitted the
MRS proposal to Congress the following day.

VII.
STATUS OF EPA STANDARDS LITIGATION

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and several
other environmental groups, along with the states of
Minnesota, Maine, Texas, and Vermont, on December 2, 1985,
filed petitions to review the standards adopted by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency relating to
radioactive releases from high-level nuclear waste
repositories. Natural Resources Defense Council v. EPA,
No. 85-1915 (1st Cir., filed November 1985). The
challenges were based on "invalidity" contentions
pertaining primarily to ground water standards and
procedures used in adopting the standards.

The briefing phase of the case is now complete. Oral
argument was heard on September 10, 1986 in Boston.

We trust this report will assist you in the conduct of your
Board's meeting.

NP/bw

Attachments

cc: Terry Husseman
Chris Gregoire
Jeff Goltz
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February 6, 1987

John A. Bryson
U.S. Department of Justice
Land and Natural Resources Div.
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20530

Re: EPI v. Herrington, No. 84-7854
State of Nevada v. Herrington, No. 86-7307

Dear Mr. Bryson:

Three weeks ago you advised the Court that the Department of
Energy had concluded it was in the public interest to permit
disclosure of all the Department's documents and materials prepared
in the decision-making process leading to the guidelines and the
decisions announced on May 28, 1986. We are pleased that the
Department has reversed its position that it would require
discovery before producing any documents.

The memorandum in opposition to petitioners' motions stated
that 'arrangements' for document inspection 'will be announced
shortly." We request that USDOE address the following questions in
announcing arrangements for record review:

A. What documents will be available?

1) Does USDOE's forthcoming offer include USDOE
contractor files?

2) Does USDOE maintain the previous distinction
between 'personal' files and wUSDOE official
files' and are the former included in the
documents to which the petitioners will
have access?

3) Does USDOE's offer include documents in all of
its offices or only in headquarters?

4) Does the offer include all documents, including
telephone logs minutes of meetings, notes of
meetings and correspondence with persons
outside the agency?

Of 11 1ik( 'Ii11 )C'ITV Attorney General
Temple or Justlce.Oiympii. Washington 98504 Attachment A
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B. What assurances will petitioners have that all documents
have been produced?

C. Will the respondents supply the date, author, recipient,
author of added notations and dates of these notes,
and other pertinent information regarding documents
which do not contain this information on their face?

D. Will these documents be presented in categories
and appropriately labelled?

E. When will these documents be produced?

As you will see from our reply memorandum, petitioners believe
this document review would be best conducted'under the oversight of
a special master, who will also be needed for any additional
discovery and receipt of extra-record evidence. Unfortunately,
USDOE's past lack of candor in admitting the existence of documents
and its dilatory responses to previous questions by the State of
Washington (see attached letter from Governor Booth Gardner to
President Ronald Reagan) cause us to view USDOE's offer with some
caution. We remain hopeful, however, that the promised document
inspection will be conducted in an expeditious, cooperative and
open manner.

We look forward to receiving the details of USDOE's offer.

Sincerely,

NARDA PIERCE
Assistant Attorney General
(206) 459-6065

NP/bw

Attachment



U.S. Departmenu of Justice

JAB
90-1-4-2813 Washington, D.C. 20530

April 1, 1987

To All Counsel in the Waste Repository Litigation:

Re: Environmental Policy Institute v.
Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 84-7854 -

and consolidated cases; Nevada v. , --.
Herrington, 9th Cir. No. 86-7307 :'\
and consolidated cases; Washington
v. Herrinaton. 9th Cir. No. 87 -7 085 :-. .

Dear Counsel:

This letter responds to recent-inquiries regarding the
offer by the Department of Energy ("DOE") to permit disclosure of
DOE's documents and materials relating to this litigation. As
stated in the Respondent's opposition brief filed January 15,
1987, all of DOE's documents prepared in the decision-making
process leading to the guidelines promulgation and the actions by
DOE announced on May 28, 1986, will be subject to inspection by
counsel consistent with DOE's need to carry on normal program
functions. This letter provides information pertinent to the
records and documents maintained, the record-keeping and document
retrieval systems, and should respond to specific inquiries made
by various counsel in recent weeks about this inspection.

Counsel have asked for the types and locations of files
subject to the offer for inspection. As stated above, DOE will
provide access to all documents prepared by and within DOE and
those documents prepared for DOE by contractors employed to
assist in the implementation of the NWPA. DOE will offer
documents and materials contained in the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management ("OCRWM") program central file
system at Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and at each of the
three project sites: Columbus, Ohio; Las Vegas, Nevada; and
Richland, Washington. The personal files of DOE employees
working in the waste program will also be made available at DOE
Headquarters as well as at the project sites. The document
retrieval system maintained by the contractor employed at each
site to collect, maintain and store the program records for that
site, will be accessible to counsel for petitioners subject to
the limitations and privileges set forth below.

DOE waives any privilege which may otherwise attach to
DOE internally-generated, deliberative documents documents
prepared during the decision-making process for the guidelines,
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December 3, I St

The Honorable Ronald Reagan
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

The Secretary of Energy has railed to provide the State of Washington with a timely
response to our request for information concerning site characterization activities at
Hanford, in violation of section 117(a) of the Nuclear Waste policy Act. Therefore, I am
compelled to object formally to the Secretary's failure to respond, pursuant to section
117(a)(2) of the Act.

In the attached letter to Secretary Herrington dated October 31, 1986, 1 requested
information concerning ongoing and planned site characterization activities at Hanford.
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act requires the Secretary to provide a written response to such
request within 30 days of the receipt of such request. The response must provide the
information requested or the reasons why the information cannot be provided.

Thirty days later, the State of Washington has received only the enclosed letter from Ben
Rusche, Director of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, stating the
State's inquiries would not be answered for another three weeks. This nonresponse is
totally unacceptable and is in violation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The provision of
timely and complete information concerning site characterization activities is essential for
meaningful state participation in the planning and development of a repository. The State
of Washington intends to exercise its right to receive such information in a timely manner.

Our appeal is first to you, Mr. President, to direct the Secretary to provide the State of
Washington with the requested information immediately. We are hopeful the information
will be forthcoming and further resort to statutory and judicial remedies will be
unnecessary.

Thank you for your attention to this very important matter.

Respectfully,

Booth Gardn e: .
Governor 1.

ee: Congressional delegation
Secretary John Herrington

-.. 2
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environmental assessments or the decisions based upon those
assessments. DOE however, cannot waive privileges that may be
asserted or be capable of assertion by other parts of the
executive branch of the federal government or that may be
asserted or be capable of assertion by the contractors. DOE will
continue to protect proprietary or financial information of third
parties that it has agreed with those parties not to disclose.
We do not anticipate, however, that this limitation will
significantly restrict the access of petitioners' counsel to
these records.

Counsel will not be permitted access to or control over
documents that pertain to projects, decisions, or tasks carried
out by OCRWM other than those subject to current litigation,
e.a., documents regarding the site characterization programs.
Also outside the scope of this inspection are such OCRWM records
as, without limitation, documents or records pertaining to
procurement and procurement practices, financial records, and
personnel files, maintained by DOE or its contractors as an
accessory to the implementation by OCRWM of the technical aspects
of the radioactive waste program.

The documents and materials contained in the DOE
project office repositories, DOE employee files and contractor
document retrieval systems consist of the following types: (1)
DOE and contractor project records generated throughout
development of the guidelines and environmental assessments, (2)
correspondence, including communications with other federal
agencies, state governments and interested parties outside DOE,
as well as with contractors performing program tasks, and (3)
technical and scientific data including research, reports, test
results, analyses, and other communications and technical support
literature. The documents and material comprising DOE central
files consist primarily of hard copy or microformed (microfilm,
microfiche) documents depending upon the system in place at the
particular DOE office. Individual DOE employee documents are in
hard copy form. The document retrieval systems used by
contractors are microformed and indexed on computer data bases.
A small percentage of the records are in the form of photo
negatives, charts, maps, logs, or magnetic tapes. A more precise
description of the forms of documents that exist at each site is
provided in the site-specific descriptions below.

Counsel have also asked whether DOE will identify, by
date, author, and recipient, notations that have been added to
the documents. It is likely, given the volume of documents to be
made available, that a sizable number of handwritten notations
are present in these documents. Identifying these notations
would prove unduly burdensome and in many cases is likely to be
impossible given the age of the documents, employee turnover, and
other factors. If, however, counsel discover a document or
handwitten notation of particular significance, DOE personnel

._
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will make a reasonable effort to further identify that document
for counsel.

Counsel have inquired about access to meeting minutes,
notes and telephone logs. Some material of this nature will be
found in the various document retrieval systems. With respect to
such material found elsewhere, DOE is not, at this time, able to
assess how burdensome accomodating such a request would be in
light of the number of employees potentially involved and their
responsibility to continue to administer the program. If, after
counsel have become familiar with the types of documents
available through the document retrieval systems, counsel wish to
examine such material from a particular employee's files, DOE
will review such a request on a case-by-case basis.

Several petitioners have asked about the organization
of the files to be resented. Where the documents and materials
are contained in hara copy files, the general system of filing at
all DOE offices is an accession number/subject-matter system. An
index to this system will be available to permit the examiner to
locate documents or files pertaining to a particular subject
matter. Where the documents have been microformed and kept
within a microform retrieval system, the documents are accessible
on computer through key-word searches for subject-matter, author,
recipient (in the case of correspondence and memoranda) or
chronological date. The systematic procedures for conducting
key-word searches for the computer retrieval systems used at
those DOE and contractor locations is not unlike conducting
searches on LEXIS or WESTLAW systems. However, personnel will be
available at each location to assist counsel in accessing the
computer system and for tailoring individual document and
key-word searches. Indices by subject-matter, and, in some
instances, by author, recipient, or date will be available for
documents on microfilm or microfiche.

The documents and materials, however, will not be
described, organized, or catalogued in any form other than with
the indices provided as kept in the normal course of program
operations, nor will documents or materials be labeled in any
form other than as so kept.1 In summary, petitioners should find
the records in the same form as they are kept in the normal.
course of the program's operation. DOE has made, and will make,
every effort to insure that all the documents described above
will be available to counsel. No system is perfect, however, and
DOE cannot guarantee 100% reliability of this system. But

1 In response to the particular question from the Sierra
Club, no justification for excluding documents from the
administrative record will be provided during the document
examination.
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counsel may be assured that DOE has, in good faith, made its best
efforts to meet that goal.

For DOE employee files, a list of current employees and
job descriptions will be provided, permitting examiners to
request the documents and materials kept by one or more
particular DOE employees.

As stated above, the vast majority of documents and
records appear in one of two forms, hard copy or microfilm. Each
of the four locations has a different mix of the two forms and,
although the program has endeavored to standardize its filing
system and the recordkeeping systems of its contractors, some
variation exists from site to site.

Headquarters - WashinQton. D.C.

At the headquarters building, the DOE documents for the
guidelines, the potentially acceptable site decision and the
environmental assessments (and the decisions of May 28, 1986) are
kept in both hard copy and on a microprocessed, computerized
retrieval system. Approximately 300,000 documents are kept at
DOE headquarters, which include documents comprising the
administrative records for pending litigation and all documents
produced for review during the 1986 investigation by the
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power, Committee on
Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives. The
administrative records are found in hard copy and are segregated
from other pertinent documents and materials. The administrative
record materials have also been microfilmed as part of all
headquarters documents. Although the administrative record
documents on microfilm are not organized as such, those that are
a part of an administrative record have been noted or identified
on the microfilm index. Other documents and materials which have
not been included in the administrative records can be found also
on microfilm. As for the employee records, approximately 140
people are employed by OCRWM at headquarters and those records
maintained by employees are available in hard copy form.

Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP). Richland. Washington

The DOE office at Richland, Washington has been
responsible for program activities at the Hanford site. At
Richland, DOE maintains a central filing system for the office
files of the program, which contains approximately 120-125,000
pages of material pertinent to the guidelines and the
environmental assessment. The files are in hard copy form and are
accessible through an accession number/subject matter system.

Approximately 33 DOE employees at this office are
currently involved with the OCRI0M program. The volume of
documents or pages of materials maintained by these employees is
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estimated to be slightly less than the volume in the central
filing system.

The BWIP project has employed Rockwell International as
its main contractor for activities at this site. Rockwell has
been responsible for records storage and maintenance and has also
been custodian of all technical data and information produced and
developed by all other contractors and their sub-contractors for
the BWIP program. Approximately 760,000 pages of materials
pertinent to the environmental assessment and the guidelines are
available for inspection on microfilm. These records include
BWIP technical documents, correspondence from other government
agencies, contractors, colleges and universities, and technical
journals and publications. Records are also kept on aperture
cards (for large engineering drawings), charts, maps, logs,
magnetic tapes, cassette tapes, and photo negatives. Indices to
the microfilm documents based on subject matter or topical
headings will be provided. Indices will also be provided for the
public accession list specifying those documents that have been
released publicly, the administrative record materials, and the
technical support documents for the environmental assessment.

Salt Repository Proiect Office. Columbus. Ohio (SRPO)

The Salt Repository Project Office is located at the
Battelle Memorial Institute ("Battelle"), 505 King Avenue,
Columbus, Ohio. The office has been responsible for all program
activities conducted at the sites in Texas, Mississippi, Utah,
and Louisiana. Battelle is the project management contractor for
the SRPO and has responsibility for document retention.

The DOE office in Columbus is located at the Battelle
Memorial Institute complex. Although the office maintains a
central filing system, the documents and records kept by this
office are duplicated entirely by the document repository
maintained by Battelle within their Automated Records System
("ARS"). All official DOE files and contractor files, including
internal and external correspondence are stored in this system.

The DOE office employs 35 people for the program
exclusive of administrative and support staff. A list of
employees and job titles will be provided. These personal files
collectively are mostly duplicative of the ARS records, but will
nonetheless be provided for inspection.

The Automated Records System at Battelle is a
computerized, microformed document retrieval system comprised of
documents and records generated or received by the DOE office or
Battelle since 1978. The system is designed to collect all
technical project records and correspondence. This system
includes several categories of records: technical project
records, summaries, reports, analyses, test results; all internal
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and external correspondence concerning technical project work,
inter-office memoranda, and meeting minutes; and technical
support literature including books, articles, reports and other
literature referenced in the environmental assessments for the
three sites. Currently, about 457,000 documents relevant to the
guidelines or the environmental assessments can be found in the
ARS, all of which are on microfilm and are accessible through a
computer index. The states of Texas, Utah and Mississippi, now
have access by computer terminal linkup to indices of documents
in the system. Those indices will be accessible to other peti-
tioners at the Battelle office in Columbus.

Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Project (NNWSI). Las
Vegas. Nevada

The OCRWM investigation of the Yucca Mountain site has
been handled by the NNWSI group at the DOE office in Las Vegas,
Nevada. This office maintains a central filing system which
contains approximately 45,000 documents pertinent to either the
guidelines or the Yucca Mountain environmental assessment. The
documents are in hard copy form and are indexed by computer. A
printout of the index will be provided.

Approximately 30 employees at the Las Vegas office are
employed for the NNWSI project. Most employees retain documents
and records in hard copy form and they will be made available for
inspection. An index identifying each employee and their posi-
tion or job function will be provided. The contractor employed
by NNWSI to collect, integrate and store all technical
documentation produced for DOE by the contractors working on the
Yucca Mountain site is Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) with offices located in Las Vegas. This
contractor has been employed since 1983 for the task of
collection and storage of program technical records,
correspondence and technical literature similar to the
contractors at other sites. It currently has collected approxi-
mately 20,000 documents in hard copy form, which are pertinent to
the development of the environmental assessment. These documents
have been indexed by computer for subject matter, author, date
and recipient, and are organized by an accession number system.
The record system at SAIC is not-comprehensive for all records
and correspondence for the Nevada site because it has performed
this task only since 1983. However, all technical records,
correspondence and technical literature produced by the
contractors for use by DOE in the Yucca Mountain environmental
assessment can be found within the records systems at either the
NIZWSI office or SAIC.
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* * *

Facilities have been acquired specifically for the
inspections at each DOE location. All DOE documents and records,
both in the central filing systems and employee files, will be
provided at the DOE offices at each site. Rooms have been set
aside specifically for the inspections. Indices to the
respective filing system will be provided and DOE personnel will
be available to assist.

Contractor records will be provided for inspection at
the same locations as DOE records for Headquarters, BWIP
(Richland), and SRPO (Columbus). Contractor records for NNWSI
(Las Vegas) will be housed at the main office of SAIC in Las
Vegas less than two miles from the DOE office. Each contractor
will provide indices to their records and personnel will be
available to assist or conduct the searches. Because procedures
for using the document retrieval systems vary from site to site,
detailed instructions on these procedures can be provided upon
request for each site before the inspections begin.

Copies of the records will be provided upon request at
a reasonable cost to counsel. DOE and contractor personnel will
make all requested copies and will endeavor to have them ready
within a reasonable time following the request.

* * *

It should be clear that this inspection will be a
sizable task for all concerned. Because facilities at each site
are limited and because access to the central filing systems by
DOE employees is necessary for daily program activities, the
inspections must be structured. This approach will ensure that
full access to all records is provided in an orderly fashion and
that implementation of the program can continue. Therefore, we
propose that the documents and records be available for
inspection at any one site for a ninety-day period and at
headquarters for a one-hundred twenty-day period commencing on
the same date. We suggest a longer period for headquarters to
accommodate an anticipated greater interest by counsel for
documents at that location. Inspection can begin as early as
April 15, 1987. As a first step to reaching a mutually agreeable
schedule, it would be helpful if counsel would provide us with a
preliminary indication of which locations they intend to inspect.

In addition, only a small number of attorneys, not to
exceed four, can be permitted access to the buildings on any
given day. This limitation is necessary because microform
reading facilities are limited in number and because security
requires that each visitor must escorted while on the premises.
we would be happy to assist in coordinating inspection visits by
all counsel, but we would urge cousel to organize themselves into
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groups and rely on a representative to inspect documents at any
given site.

Lastly, a number of counsel have asked what documents
might be available when they are in Washington, D.C., on April 9,
1987, to attend the ABA conference on nuclear waste. DOE has
arranged to have the documents relating to the guidelines and the
second repository decision available during that week. Because
space is limited, however, we ask that you call Bob Wittenauer
(202-586-2250) at DOE to schedule an inspection of these
documents.

Please contact John Bryson at the Department of Justice
or Bob Wittenauer at DOE Headquarters if you have any questions
or comments.

Sincerely,

6/John A. Bryson
Attorney, Appellate Section
Land & Natural Resources Division
J202) 633-2740

Robert D. Wittenauer
Attorney, Office of General Counsel
Department of Energy
(202) 586-2250
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April 29, 1987

John A. Bryson
U.S. Dept. of Justice
Appellate Section
Land & Natural Resources
Room 2339
9th & Penn. Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20530

Robert D. Wittenauer
Office of General Counsel, GC-21
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Re: EPI v. Herrington, No. 84-7854 & Consolidated Cases
Nevada v. Herrington, No. 86-7307 & Consolidated Cases
Washington v. Herrington, No. 87-7085

Dear Mr. Bryson and Mr. Wittenauer:

This letter will set forth issues regarding production of
Department of Energy documents which remain unanswered following
your letter of April l, 1987 and our meeting of April 8, 1987.
Although Mr. Bryson agreed to document and respond to concerns
expressed at that meeting, he advises- me other matters have
required his attention and he has been unable to prepare a
letter. In the interest of expedition, I-am writing on behalf of
the states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and the Yakima Indian
Nation.

We are particularly interested in a system for document
review which will minimize the need for discovery requests to the
Court. This goal will be accomplished by providing adequate time
for document review and full access to indices and documents.
You agreed with these premises at our April 8 meeting, but we
still need to address the particulars of how document review can
be expeditiously conducted.

Provision of the requested copies of all of the indices
would save time and expense for both the United States Department
of-Energy (USDOE) and the-petitioners. Copies of the indices
would allow us to identify selected documents for review and thus
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facilitate a focused and coordinated document review. To serve
these purposes, the indices must be provided before we embark on
the review of the documents. Where the indices are computerized,
access could be by direct linkup or through copies of computer
disks or tapes. We have expressed our willingness to pay for
these copies and to undertake the task of distributing copies to
other petitioners. At our April 8 meeting Mr. Wittenauer agreed
with the concept of providing indices and said he would check
with USDOE for a decision on this question.

Where the documents have been microformed, petitioners'
counsel requested copies of the microfilm or microfiche. Such
copies provide inexpensive access by making the records available
for inspection in our own offices. Again, this would greatly
reduce the expense and time required for document review by
counsel who are located long distances from USDOE headquarters.
It would also address the concerns you expressed in your April 1
letter regarding disruption of USDOE business. (As an example,
we could both avoid time-consuming security measures at USDOE
offices.) We consider requests for copies of the microformed
documents as no different from requests for individual copies of
the documents. Again, Mr. Wittenauer agreed to address this
request after consultation with USDOE. I

We need full access to the personal files of USDOE employees
involved in the repository projects, including those who worked
at the CRP offices. This is particularly important in view of
Mr. Wittenauer's statement that the distinction between personal
and official files is largely semantic. Our initial attempt to
review the personal files indicates we may encounter less access
than promised in your letter of April 1. There you stated: "DOE
has arranged to have the documents relating to the guidelines and
the second repository decision available during that week (of
April 9, 1987]." When I arrived at DOE headquarters to look at
these documents on April 8, I was told that the only documents
relating to the second repository decision which were available
for review were those listed in the certified index to the
administrative record. Mr. Wittenauer stated that the other
documents relating to the second repository decision were inter-
spersed in personal files and had not been collected, and denied
that he had agreed to make personal files available during that
week. An index to personal files was taken away from Mr. Hicks
:ith the "explanation" that it was not yet available. We are
.cpcful we will not encounter additional barriers to review of
these files and indices.

A related concern is the fact that there has apparently been
no effort to identify the location of files of forrer employees.
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You speculated at our April 8 meeting that these files have
either been passed on to the successor employee, incorporated in
headquarter files, or retained by the departing employee. We
requested that you conduct further inquiry into the location of
these files and make them available. Mr. Wittenauer agreed to
ascertain whether USDOE will locate and make available files of
former employees which are not included in those documents to be
presented for review.

In your letter of April 1, you indicated that requests for
meeting minutes, notes and telephone logs not contained with a
particular employee's personal files would be considered on a
"case-by-case basis.N At the April 8 meeting, I requested the
production of these items as maintained by Secretary Herrington,
OCRhM Director Ben Rusche, William Purcell and Joseph Salgado.

Counsel requested further identification of documents which
are being withheld because of assertion of privilege or proprie-
tary information. Alice Hector agreed to prepare some proposals
to address this issue (such as entry of a protective order or
preparation of an index). -

We also expressed our view that document review would be
conducted in three steps: 1) access to and initial inspection of
the documents; 2) provision of copies of the documents selected;
and 3) review of the documents and preparation of any needed
discovery requests by the petitioners. The 14-day period estab-
lished by the Court in its March 4, 1987 order for discovery
would logically begin running after completion of the third step,
our document review. This period for discovery should begin at
different times for the distinct cases which have been filed.
For example, review of documents relating to the siting guide-
lines cases can be completed in a relatively short time compared
to review of the documents relating to the cases consolidated
under Nevada v. Herrington, No. 86-7307.

The time frames which you proposed in your April 1, 1987
letter must be reevaluated depending upon our experience in the
document review. You proposed that documents be available for
inspection for 90 days at the project sites and for 120 days at
USDOE headquarters. Although review of documents relating to the
siting guidelines may be completed in these time frames, other
areas of document review may require longer. For example, at the
Richland site you have indicated almost 900,000 pages of materials
will be available for inspection - most of it on microfilm.
Under your proposal, counsel would be required to review 10,000
pages per day for ninety straight days. We anticipate more than
ninety days will be needed. More time may also be needed for
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review of headquarters documents; although your letter promised
key-word search capabilities, our experience so far indicates the
documents are not well indexed for subject matter searches. of
course, as I noted above, the time frames will be considerably
shortened if copies of the indices and the microformed documents
are provided.

You targeted April 15 as the date when all documents would
be indexed and available for review and stated you would notify
counsel when this initial task was completed. In an April 24
telephone conversation, Mr. Wittenauer advised me that 36 boxes
of documents had just been forwarded to USDOE headquarters by a
contractor who misunderstood the scope of the original request.
He anticipates indexing of these additional documents will be
completed within 30 days. At our April 8 meeting, we also
directed your attention to the fact that certain documents which
were indexed and numbered were missing. For example, a request
for No. 56 of the Westin documents produced only an empty file
folder.- You agreed to investigate, and to advise us of any
documents which are located that are not currently included in
the indices. Please notify us when all documents you intend to
make available are ready for review.

Thank you for your cooperation in meeting with counsel to
discuss these concerns. We look forward to your response to the
requests made at the meeting and outlined herein.

Sincerely,

NARDA PIERCE
Assistant Attorney General
(206) 459-6065

NP/bw

cc: attached service list
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±-- :. following is a r-port on r..aJcr activities n t..e federa al
legislative field for. the past ronth...

L. .Aeran'derts to !'uc1ear WRste Polic. Act-.

On April 28 and 29, 1987, the U.S. Sena a er-y and Natura .I
Fesourc-s Cor.-ittee ccndu cteI hearir.cs cn. 839 rntrod:_-d b.
Senator Joh..ston of Louisiana. and c:-. r.-6a oa n he -cfi .e-.
I-rry Xussernan presented th~e testimon~y of Gov~ernor Gardner cn
A-ril 29, 1987. A copy of the Goxerr's testi.-ony is attached.
S. 839, which has received wide publicity, drastically changes
t:e repository siting processes of existing law. In capsule
form, it provides large financial payments to a state or Indian
tribe that agrees to a location of a first repository within its
boundaries. Generally stated, the bills' major elements are:

A. Incentive Agreements.

1. The secretary of the U.S. Decartment of Energy
is authorized to enter into agreenents with
states cr I.a n taribes _foor 1catin cf botn
a mcnitcred retrievable stcrage site and a
re -s itcrv .

2. Such are-s--'-s sh-all ccn`.Ain the f~,:llcwin-
rav-ents tz c:ntra-az:ig states ~:.nd -:-i"an

:_.:s, as '1..:
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BENEFITS SCHFEDULE
(amounts in $ rmillions)

Event MCRS Re~ositcrv

Upon execution of the
incentive agreement: 50 100

Annual paynents prior to
-irst s:ent fuel receip-: 20 50

Upon first spent fuel receipt: 530 0o
Annual payr.ents af'2r first
spent fuel receipt until-

- closure of the facility: 50-' 100

3. Authorization to construct an !MS as "an integral
p art-"l of the civilian nuclear a a st -manaqe'ent

-C -. S t~ . - -,, '. n %....................................-,..................

C. - Suspension of. all characterization fora first o-
second round repository while an incentive'-agreerent
is in effect. '

D. Decisions of the secretary under the bill are not
- ; subject to judicial revieW. ' .. .: K '

The following is a listing of bills designed to support the
second-round suspension decision of Secretary Herrington. They
are, as previously reported:'

- H.R. 266 by Representative Vucanovich, and
- H.R. 509 by Representative Neal
- H.R. 1185 by Representative Snow and others,

H.R. 1252 by Representative Gregg and others
- H.R. 1324 by. Representative Daniel and others
- H.R. 1410 by Representative Clark and others

- S. 621 by Senator Mitchell and others
S S. 642 by Senator Trible and others

T}. Federal Liabilitv for Nuclear Incident Dmances.

A he -rin was held on .'.il 30, 19S7, ta the U.S. Senate
:nviron.ment and Public Wor}:s Committee's Subco=:,Ittea cn NUclear
..--.- lai.. T-he subjects or *2 hearirg were S. 7s&^ S. 243,

14.? an4 ..-ndn t !;o. 3233. I s:. aitte -estinx ; n
:alf G- Gvernor Gar and At'tcr::av G-neral Eikzenberrv, a
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o:py :_ which is attached. It appears the sub-.o..ittee will go
ta marki-up late this month or earl r.e>:t r.ornth.

c..ere is attached a chart setting fcrth a corpariscn of
Price-A.nderson with the rmajor amenr.datory bills now pending in
Congress.

CBR:gb -
a. tC.a - ants

c-: Terry Hussera..
Narda Pierce
Jeff Goltz
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.c .iLn: y to r.c:n t this Is In -.Cn. on tchalf of the chizer.s cf .:." C; C sir..:n.

Let mc te_.n with some comments on Sen3te Bill 839.

E:.^o..c ; n:en s may b2 an aFpropr ate and useful elemcent u.:d at thk end of 3 si:e

s^'^::.cn prc:ess desicncd and impemrnented to search for the best si;es tn the '2ass of

-:E:ntific :iden;:. Unfcrtur.ate!y, s:.:en; haS p'yed a s:condary ro.: in th:

.r.;e-:r.!-it:n of the current sIte see::ticn prc:ess and as re-su:t USD07's s :: te see:ic

::sior.s ar: not credibe. S.-le:;:ion cf the test site for a rM:si~or. ust 'e based cn
;eJ;ic3 ge::e.ica! and h ro ogi.Sl considraticrs.

The state of Washi ngton is not int2re::ed in ne:gotiating wuith USDGC- on a ;ri:e 3 Uh at w :-

:h-racterizvtion Cf the Hanford site would be acceptable.

t.~ ~~n~t apiea h~ -h:2:terizaino te -'a:f:7C-ise :.! e
* .- .-. - e

-: a e, u Sre di~ng a fzycr f or ;.. na ir.sS ratepay.s. r e;-' .ot r'

C- the iSt tof sites for chatrcterizaticon. A;c;rding to IUSDCE's own ex,:rts it is ;he eat

safe and by far the most expensive of all the sites which were under consideration. IJn

previous testimony to this Committee ue h2te shown that in selecting Hanford, VSDOE

:.rored the advice of its own experts and the results of its c*%n ranking methodalog,. In

response to written questions fromn the Corn-mittce, we have des.rib.d severa! of our

scrious tech.nical concerns regarding the Hanford site. Our concerns cannot be b:ushcd

aside by simply attributing them to the NIMTIBY syndrome. There are sD many serious

technical concerns and potential fatal flaws related to the Hanford site that L'SDOE

decision-m2kers may have done better if they had closed their eyes and randomly stuck a

pin in a map of the United States.

Lct me now turn to a general discussion of the repository sitec selection progr3m.

O'cr the past seer21 months, the status of the. program has been dcribed in %ario s

c!:ripie Chrases. Some of thosc of uhilh I am avare arc :
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o :. pram is en the r r.,. Cf c.:as
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''A Dc elop regicn aI o n thor J reLr icvac i sorarg: ra ciI:i:s

o Re.ove eUSDOE TrOm the process and repace it with a n:w cntity

o Reprocess high-lcvc1 nuclear waste, extract the uS3b!C radionu:lides and dispose
of the remaining waste in the ocean bottom - - -

O Halt site characterization in Washington and Texas and characterize the sitc in
Nevada

o Prov ide sufficient finan.-ial inccrntives to enc.ourage a sta:e- cr Ir.dian Tribc ti
Czi! ntc r a st!ale. sitc fcir character::a-tion

a C.~:zu cn th current 3 th
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1. Tkec is unanirnous 2SgrTement tkat we r.ust sc.Ie the na:icn's h rh-e'eI nel P:lr

was .: problem

'. There is wide-sFpread agreement th a to cwntinu: down the: current path iS an

approach which is likely to fail

3. Ailhough the r::ed for a miri-course co.rr:cticn is re;o nized by many, t',crc is

not agreement on tk:e est ansuer to th: oes:icn rere do nc gO v r to : fror

4. lUntil the various interested and invcIved parties can reach a cons:nsus on thlc

btst answer to that question, the program will, in Secr::ary Herrington's ter. s,

coninru: to stager and will evertu2!:v fail -- -

WE;'.h ::ese points in minds i nD c r:.:;:r I reco-.ended to USDOE that it take tk: lead in

estaCishing a forum and a process Hich could be utilizd: to develop a consensus a s'Ar .e r

to the: ruestion "where do we go frcnt )erO. It was r opinion that ift CSDOE were

willing to ac).owledge the recd to consider ch2ages to the s.ic s:':;:ion process, a.. utr^

~liing to slupp-n and participate enthusiastic lh inconsensus-building. its own
WeC"ibilitv uld be enhan:ed and th e would b' a g:.od possibil';y that posiive r% s::s

could be achieved. USDOE has turned down my recommended course of action. In doing

so, USDOE stated that Congress is the appropriate nation3l forum to resolve the

controversial issues surrounding the repository site selection process. On this point I am
now in agreement with USDOE's position. If USDOE is unwilling or unable to take the
lead in attempting to develop an acceptable solution to the serious problems with which
ue are confronted, then the responsibility must shift back to Congress.

W-hcn Congress passed the Nucicar W3aste Policy Act. it was e.ne rally tgr:ed that it

csta&'is3!ied an effective and worka2bc mraras to so!' e the nztion's high-levcl nuclear u2s:c
_.2: pro'lm. In rm opinion. the .Act did co:ni2.;n a.l of th^ r.cccss-a:rv crnts to

,.. ' *L.^ pr;''^ if A*.-ttry iUr.,tE .S e' : er. te scri. inan f ^u c
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*rc r: n ~
*: ;frI . '...tt.- -7w-C :.

z . ..- .7 .

^;^ ~ r..t:-. i' i.. 0: ^ h -. 2 air::CS *s I .C:* s it ~tSti cr. ';: aorr.':h
nW i --

s t aticra in w;.j:h we n~w find' ourseves. E:'ore s can go forward .n t:-^ sie sel::E:;:
;:°::-s *.v. .r.i.:: t.A2t V.e w.il tc: suc:; ful, u: mr.St r e5 agre:rr:t on .}-.^

:.._-:: ': _: r a::T r~ ̂ :r. h;rh w:' e --. ' x:~rh: c--r.:i :~'.: ,--.:. -- r,-.A

Itc Lrc 3s sir.;: cc Ant was passei. Th.- fc.:';.:r.s r..j:r iuss rts: ': rC ;: d '

I. '.;--ht is th: mcst effective su.:ion to th ui:i i:.^S' shor;:.:cr S :.t fC. l s::*rai
-M ..........-...-.................... ....................

'. Is *hzr: a re.:d for two rcpositories, and if so, what is thc ap.-rc-pra2:e tzr....,; as
to th: second repository?

3. What are the necessary elements of a repository site selection process that will
provide confidence that the search will be for the best site and that selection
decisions will be b3sed on credibic scientific ev.dence?

A!l of thes: issues 2rc interrelated. .Rcso!:tio'n of onc is affected by roso'_:i:.l cf the

c:hcrs. For ex2pn'c, before utilities c:.Z!d be cp:-tcd to agrc. to on si:: dry-cask, s:;3CC

c :;a :' t c ;e ced :; agree to host an MRS faci ity as the II cr^' :: ;

:--:.: .-. st s oanhr ,-; -c.. it it is^ ;:r. t'.' t -- -;

;~-.%-'.i:J *:. A;ts r t> cx ,,:. if it is ^ :'d1 ; 6e ,h CC2 $';r C-



C-.c repc-si:ory or a sustrantial delay in the timing of the search for 3 sc:cznd rco.;c:r.

t;:n tE.c a;,r;cria^ :C-gTrap.hical SCope of th site sclecticn pro::Ss uc.ui ]. ibe a;:i.

All cf thes: major SiSLus r- st be resolved torether as part of a p3cka.E; in cr.4cr to

Icov p a credibl: overall solution to th: r.ation's high-1-i ci nu:::ar waste d:spssal

r::rn. There are no 'quick fixess which can restore cr:ditility to th^ current sit:

sce::k:.n process. I lock forward to working ro0ether with th.is Comn-mitte. in de elo-ing

ar i imp.lemcnting a corsensus-building process to decide 'Vw.re do he so jrcrm n/re?.

Tha I kycu for this opportunity to provide our coimr.n:,;s and re:ommer.,:nZat'crs cn the

rps~:: ry prosramn.

- f - *,- -.

w, ,



Testimorn cf

Wa tr.rt.cn State G re-, ::*_ .:o
. , . : . ,.. a . . .C : . . .- I .

fr. ..:cIe r in cis ._

-e fcre the

SW nt te on 1N C B r R

C it t e e on En ironm-.ent WXeii rks
4.5 .~~e _i ~ n ., .. . , - ., . . - .

L. ... .

r...it cn _.io-nt g. 'cw-.

:~t .. , , ,1, , n

3S

C :iman Ereaux and Eelbers of the . . . .... .

Thank you for the invitation to testif .I am honored-

that you desire to obtain my. views on. the, exteely- important

issue of. federal policy pertaining to compensation for da-m-

ages arising from nuclear incidents. It is with pleasure

t hat I --resent them todamy.

_ -eca=ne Gzvel-n-r z-f W ashir n - n J-~ay 95.

-l. -) t in, ' -. a -, srass ': .o 's .

- ., . 1.

4 t e



:e Zartr' ntt of Energy's se'ection of the H-arnford site in

pas:-.gtcn as a- pcte .i21 site for the natisn' s first cer-

ce I'cg ic high-level Waste site.

Cver th.e pDst two years I hav e wo'rked on a na.t-irnal

hsis with many governors and cther st ate officia'ls to

deve or a conser.sus as to the 1undamental elements c: a

-e--ral r.-clear irncidert lia'sility po icyt fc- t';- disposal

cf ..- level radioactie ;,as We. msur -- -dL-.;-. element-s

emer -ed rom tnha eff-rt. I ccr;;zi ther. to your _tt-r.io..

First, the foundaticn policy should be the c=,ce,-Pt o-f.

St-stct liaility (libilit I recgrdless of fault) wi th regard

_=- Z - , -- *, . _ .h._

-.. . - .- - . - .

i r - o of the repository pr oram of th h- N=clea-

Waste Policy Act and' other sirilar .igch-level and transuranic

nuclear: wste disposal p-rocrams.-

Secon. d, feeral policy should provic- forI ±ul-

comzpensation, through fully funded financing sources, for

all damages and -injuries obligated to be paid under the

federal policy of strict liability. No 0person or entity

should be precluded from recovering compensation based upon

any form of statutory "1cap."2

Third, the uroce-dure for obtaining mcneys U nder the

rc_ lia'ility - fll c Cm.p..saticn elements, just de-scr1ed,

. ' .- -e-- e :ree as is rea..na_' att.__;.

.- ourt, the fe.eral c:averr-en should be -:

* o1 Z.: .e -s ra .- l In

-'::-i: -- c t;fi ':s-'-5e~l .-. ^> r^s ;-: -->-.:

Z . _



rr -Cam of te ' ear Waste Folicy Act (N-X77A). S_^h an

a ;h, ;. rrom th.-- _rcl-h Gf ' e r.'

.- r.ZZ A.cearly wsh.;.zrt rble w re T-h- Un i tei

St_.es h:s, * - _ - ',A :-r-am, not c-n' c;r.ers i: and

act-ual Cr.. tha wastes but full re;al-atory aut hority

-, . . . . - ... .. .C: . these- . - 2

Cf tihe bl'i - sidg in tche Cc-.=~es-, c . auin I
A 4ed. T

a -- I o-..- -- *- - i Z

Ccngrzess. -N,-ne o Z :ne JiI S satisfies the four e et js

* . .. .~ ±~ c.r a..c.- . c ..

s c r a T.. L~k ;n on e of th e bills .rov a.de, that t.. -

C :c.I. - _ icz _ i 1 si ty a P i- to all Ic -_a r i dents s

a ri Sig cring the implementation NeeA's h i ggh-lIev e was

di-sosal -r. ( :: _he -waiver o: i : -nun:-: i 4- oft; v a ri - OuS

bills currently being considered, which s C me characterize a s

a strict liability feature, only_ applies' to "extraordinary

nuclear occurrences" as defined by the existing Price-Andersjn

Act.)

Thi S s- not to, osay,, howevt.er, that thse bills presen.-tly

r*ing cc,-i -by the cor.mittee are without _s: . To

.e en-~ cf th b ills h-ave C,.:

-.- : . ...4 a r cu:r .

.. --. -; :.L -C . -. -i l ::... - -

n~clar ccrencs" s deine bytheexitingPrie-Ande-sZ
. T

-I-



.-

d scrib ed by Senator Stafford at the ti.-_e of the bill's

d. ro-.:icn, ceserves very serious consi `eration.

A s you proceed with your deliberations, I hcte you

-'1 cor.s4 er the folloWi.g issues:

1. Coverage of 'United States DepartmenrtL of Enercy

.-Ativitis. Cur view is that the Deoartrm-r.t of Energy
. L. of Energy

s :%Ild :I treated as a ccntraCto-r for all activities i t

F'rforms direct.ly (rather thnan th.rough a contra.ctor) as to

high-le;el waste dis-csal act-vities. !Note secti cr 9 of

.'.e n d ! en.t No. 3238 of the- last Congress and section 7 of
* = * ,.. :. ....

e., 43..
I.. . . ...

'A. sc-cal'ed "discovery" o- t-e injur-y rule, i.e., the stazu-

tory tir.e sor filing a cla'nm runs from the a tt o`- the dis-

c: c; ery of. an injury for a discrete timrre period, srch a three

Jars. Note section 10 of S. 8t3.

3. Indexinq. Some form of inflation indexing, relating

to the calculation of such matters as annual retrospective

premiums and nuclear waste fund, contributions, should be

included. See e.g. section 15 of S. 843.

4. Emergency Responses. Expenses incurred by states,

local governmen.ts and other entities and persons as the

r---l' cf emer-ency res-c-se aztivities shculd be in:luIed
t co ; . :.t O ach..K2-.:n the_ --_ll cor.;en --tic'n - prcach ajplicable to '.'.C 5_r-

.- - ,- .--- § -; i ;

-~ injuries.

:; aI-ition, we _-le;- the Z:-.mittee s:uld ,_-..:

.:::si.er ':he isue 2S t: :e2r, _: ce:

_ . _



J

si :aticns i nvo Iving, e.g., ccntractor,' will--... isc i .iBt,

; :ver:.er-t shouid be able to r e. ov e f-cz m E cr c rs

h;e _.._ts paid by the h ni e Sates under .-. --

a ':--::en s ifr- c,. C e .s-lI injries to -ers.n _.. ert.'_ie .

*.:.-shion of such a stat'tovy recovery proviszcn w-ul 4, in

all likelihood, e nhn. nce the operational safev :,r, rfrm. ance

..-- ... ..
,.~ cn,-r._c'_-rs il n.- c oniu cX I: - tha e~ r .%:c' _ -r-e--

- -i .-f c s

-est:n -. .. suv t the '1 fu'1  o
; -e J-* s -- ^1* .. -

., _ _ n 2. In err.sof "damages a 2 cuz _ o.- stan-_rds,

w- c o ud supc:rt the.ir establisLhw._nt u d.er ' er ai law so

:on; as t-.ey W-re ConS' s-t;. With the fc-'r er.- -- s -revic-sl-o r on e ............. .

described i n this testimrror.y. However, the bas c cps-cach of

the existing Price-Anderson Act is to look to state tort law

to determine liability-and damages standards. Unless that

basic approach is to be superseded by the establishment of

fed-ral law along the lines just discussed, state torz law

Should ccntinue to control. -

P.:ccti 3. We can provide little assis-n:e, at thi s

- . s t:) e s tfa t i~n t;he-- r t e ntial Cns:-.Z: . C- a

- ~~~Zeca'.Se Cf th -- ' --- *--**e--' ~
... . . v

: cr~sic~ in z]. i-_4 Z~ .
C f

I A:.:-...-:::::ti:;a Cf:*-ce ?-3 Last r, haxe ---:; .::v:;- -_

-3D-



reach definitive'conclusions. The Chernobyl tra-edy, which

has turr.ed Eurcre into a nuc ear-incidert ti. act l-acratory,

ray well provide the -mrst discrete answers yet attainzb'e.

Question 4. We dcubt that a "full co'r.e..saticn" policy

will likely cause economic hardships either for the United

States or a utility. As to the United Statess Con areSs has

co...'Iete and continuing co^.trol, tX:rcn t:-oe a:,-rr 2tc'0

Process, over how and wh.en federal dollars are to be r.ace

ava^ilable to satisfy cligaticns in&urred urne r a cul CGo.-

=e-nsation policy. In terms of impacts on utilities, Congress

can certainly design p a .. ent or rea, 7.ent, a-proaches that.
-** ' ** * .. c : ~ -'*- . ' -_-'- ,-~ -,- . § . E t, -o-

redced interest, exten44ed-term loan aprrcahc o- S 843 is

one example. See e.g. section 2(c), S. 843. ' '..... -

; I conclude by- urging youto' bf'~,'t. t

exp'edition to report a federal r.uciearr incf'd-en li'ai

bill that contains concepts of strict liability and full

compensation for all nuclear incident-related injuries. IMost

importantly from our state's standpoint, with'the heavy con-

centration of nuclear power production facilities located in

and high-level wastes stored at Washington's federal Hanford

Reservation, any new legislation mustt appy not only to both

c.-e-cial reactor and defen.se activities, bx: to: all waste

^:-a ent and discsal activities rela.ed taeretoas well.

Yhan_: you, once a ain, for th! .e C:oportu nity of : r ng

i:. : In licht of the i-;port-ance of th: .ss__s .;..

trust. v: will proviye .' state with th- C I1 c' r .;n:tt

,:D nre:1E *:: v--w:.;s a-s 6--u

-6-
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DEP TovTENT OF ECOLOGY

b 5 6 3S 35- ta...il4; ix si&t-r 17 * .2~ , M., -6.t!fl

NI E NI 0 R A N D U A

May 4, 1987

TO: Nuclear Waste Board/Nuclear Waste Advisory Council

FROMI: Linda Steinmanng--

SUBJECT: Status and Summary of High-Level Nuclear Waste Related
Legislation

Attached is a status sheet summarizing the content and progress of the following
legislative proposals relating to high-level nuclear waste:

*ESB 5164 Radioactive Materials Interstate Agreement
SSB 5165 Radioactive Materials Transportation Permit
ESSB 5222 Radioactive Ports of Entry

*ESSB 5351 Supplemental Appropriation
ESSB 5377 Department of Public Health
HB 265 Cancer Registry/Establish
HB 357 Income Tax/Radioactive Waste

*SHB 385 Radioactive Waste/Entry
SHB 409 Department of Public Health
SHB 639 Nuclear Accident Response Study
HB 990 Federal Siting Activities/Enforcement
HB 991 Federal Nuclear Facilities/Enforcement

*SHJMI 4023 Radioactive Waste Cleanup/Hanford

Bills and memorials indicated by an asterisk (*) have successfully completed the
legislative process.

The Governor called the Legislature into special session beginning April 27 to
address a number of budget and revenue matters. It is possible that elements of
unsuccessful bills may be incorporated into budget or revenue bills.

Copies of bills may be obtained from the Bill Room (206) 786-7573, the Legisla-
tive Hotline (1-800-562-6000), or by calling me at (206) 459-6670.
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STATUS AND SUMMARY OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE RELATED LEGISLATION

April 28, 1987

Change from April 8, 1987 report.

ESB 5164 Title: Radioactive Materials Interstate Agreement

SDonsors: Williams, Stratton, Tanner, Bauer, Bender, Conner, DeJarnatt,
Halsan, Hansen, Talmadge, Garrett, Gaspard, Rasmussen, Wojahn, Owcn,
Smitherman, Rinehart, Peterson, Moore

Committee Referral (Vote):
Senate Energy & Utilities (Do Pass as Amended = 5 of 7)
House Energy & Utilities (Do Pass = 8 of 15; Do Not Pass = 7 of 15)

"*Status: Chapter 90 Laws of 1987

"Floor Vote(s): Senate: 43 Yeas, 5 Nays, I Excused
House: 83 Yeas, 15 Nays

ONWM Position: Monitor

Summarv: Establishing an interstate agreement on the transportation of
radioactive materials.

Enacts the Pacific States Agreement of Radioactive Materials Trans-
portation Management into law.

Recognizes that protection of the health and safety of citizens and the
environment, and economical transportation of radioactive materials, can bc
accomplished through cooperation and coordination among neighboring statcs.

Defines terms.
Requires development of model standards for carriers of radioactivc

materials. Requires consistency with federal law. Specifies required infor-
mation.

Requires development of procedures and standards for routing and
inspections, and allows other cooperative agreements.

Establishes the Pacific states radioactive materials transportation com-
mittee. Establishes membership and authority.

Sets out eligible parties, procedure for becoming a party or withdrav-
ing, and effective dates.

Provides for the governor to appoint the state's designee to the intcr-
state committee.

SSB 5165 Title: Radioactive Materials Transportation Permit

Sponsors: Committee on Energy & Utilitics (originally sponsored by
W\'illiams, Stratton, Tanner, Baucr, Bcnder, Conner, DcJarnatt, Halsan.
Talmadge, Garrett, Gaspard, Rasmussen, Rinehart, Wojahn, Smithcrnmn,
Owcn, Pcterson, Moorc)
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Committee Referral (Vote):
Scnate Energy & Utilities (Sub. Do Pass = 4 of 7)

Status: House Energy and Utilities

Floor Vote(s): Senate: 38 Y'cas, 10 Nays, I Excused

ONWNI Position: Monitor

Summary: Regulating the transportation of radioactive materials.
Requires permit for transport of radioactive waste, highway route con-

trolled quantity radioactive material or radioactive materials. Esta blishes
exception.

Establishes requirements for application for permits.
Directs the secretary to collect fees. Establishes fee schedule.
Creates the radioactive materials safety account. Establishes permissi-

ble uses.
Authorizes certain state agencies and local government agencies to

request information about proposed shipments.
Establishes responsibility for response to accidents and incidents

involving radioactive materials. 4
Requires the keeping and maintaining of certain records. Authorizes

inspection and examination.
Requires all persons transporting radioactive waste or highway rcuic

controlled quantity radioactive materials to submit to a comprehensive safety
and permit inspection. Establishes procedure and requirements for inspcc-,a
tions.

Authorizes the Washington state patrol 'to immobilize, impound, or
otherwise direct disposition of motor vehicles under certain conditions.

Authorizes the state patrol to adopt rules to establish standards for
isolation areas.

Authorizes a civil action for violation. Authorizes and establishes pro-
cedure for issuing subpoena.

Establishes remedies and penalties.
Requires an annual comprehensive report to the legislature and the

governor. Establishes requirements.
Authorizes an advisory committee.
Directs the secretary to seek federal financial assistance.
Takes effect January 1, 1988.

ESSB 52'2 Title: Radioactive Ports of Entry (cf HB 385)

Sponsors: Committee on Energy & Utilities (originally sponsored by Tanner,
Bauer, Stratton, Smitherman)

Committee Referral (Vote):
Senate Energy & Utilities (Sub. Do Pass = 5 of 7)
House Energy & Utilities (N/A)

Status: House Energy & Utilities

Floor Vote(s): Senate: '6 Ycas, 21 Nays, I Absent. I Excused

ONWM1 Position: Monitor
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Summarv: Establishing procedures for designating ports of cntry for radio-
active waste.

Requires approval by the lcgislature for additional ports of entry for
highway transportation of radioactive waste materials as dcfined in the
Washington Administrative Code.

Expires when Washington and another state enact an interstate agree-
mcnt.

Declares an emergency and takes effect immediately.

ESSB 5351 Title: Supplemental Budget

Sponsors: Committee on Ways and Means (originally sponsored by
McDermott, McDonald; Governor's request)

Committee Referral (Vote):
Senate Ways and Means (N/A)
House Ways and Means (N/A)

Status: Chapter 7, Laws of 1987

Floor Vote(s):
Senate: 38 Yeas, 9 Nays, 2 Excused
House: 87 Yeas, 7 Nays, 3 Excused, I Absent

ONW\ Position: Support

Summary: Adopting the supplemental budget.
Specifies supplemental budget amounts for specific state agencics,

departments, and programs, including $149,000 of FY 1987 general fund-statc
appropriation to the department of ecology for state litigation concerning
U.S. department of energy high-level nuclear waste site designation.

Declares an emergency and takes effect immediately.

ESSB 5377 Title: Department of Public Health (cf HB 409)

Sponsors: Committee on Human Services and Corrections (originally spon-
sored by Wojahn, Kiskaddon, Stratton, Deccio, Johnson)

Committee Referral (Vote):
Senate Human Services and Corrections (Sub. Do Pass - 6 of 9)
House Health Care Committee (Do Pass as Amended - 10 of II;

Do Not Pass - 1 of 11)
House Ways and Means--Appropriations (Do Pass as Amended,

Without Health Care - 12 of 23;
Do Not Pass = 2 of 23)

"Status: House Failed 3rd

**Floor Vote(s): Senate: 42 Yeas, 7 Nays
House: 40 Yeas, 55 Nays, I Absent, 2 Excused

ON%%'Nf Position: Monitor
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Summaryv:
As of Senate 2nd Reading: Crcating a department of public health and

cnvironmCnt.
Establishes activities of the department to provide lcadership and ccor-

dination in identifying and resolving threats to the cnvironmcnt and public
health.

Creates the department of public health and environment to undcrtln:
various water regulation, management, planning and development programs.
air regulation and management programs, solid waste regulation and man-
agement, and other environmental, management protection and developmcnt
programs authorized by the legislature.

Redesignates the department of ecology and the director of ecology as
the department of public health and environment and the secretary Of public
health and environment.

- Transfers certain powcrs and duties of the department of social and
health services to the department of public health and environment.

Revises definitions.
Establishes educational achievement or vocational experience standards

for appointment of the secretary of public health and environment.
Requires that environmental health functions be consolidated to facili-

tate coordination with local health departments. Requires creation of an
organizational unit to deal with health information, health statistics, and
vital records.

Requires consultation with the department of social and health scr-
vices, the state board of health, local boards and departments of health, and
other appropriate state departments and boards.

Authorizes fees to license programs or activities transferred from the
division of health of the department of social andd health services.

Authorizes the secretary to use nonappropriated funds to complement
public health and environmental services programs.

Directs the secretary to take necessary steps to promote the health of
the citizens, prevent and control communicable and chronic disease, prevent
and control injuries, and develop needed new efforts. Delineates responsibil-
ities.

Requires an annual conference of local health officers.
Directs the state registrar of vital statistics to supply necessary forms.
Establishes certain data and recordkeeping responsibilities.
Directs the secretary to establish and administer a program of services

for children who are crippled. Establishes requirements.
Authorizes investigation of any threat to the public health. Establishes

enforcement authority.
Does not abridge the right of any person to rely exclusively on spiritual

means to alleviate human ailments.
Requires a report to the legislature by January 1989. Delincatcs

requirements.
States intent that no new administrative costs be incurred.
Provides for the transfer of certain powers, duties, functions. and

personnel to the department of public health and environment.
Amends chapter 69.06 RCW (food and beverage establishment workers'

permits) to cover 'temporary food service establishments". Establishcs exccp-
tions.

Terminates the powers and duties of the department of public health
and cnvironment on June 30, 1997.

Rcpeals numerous RCWV provisions.
Declares an emergency and takcs cffect July l, 19S7.
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NotQe: The House Health Care Committee and the House Ways and Mcans--
Appropriations Committee (HW&MA) each adopted separate and different
striking amendments to this bill. The HW&MA amendment differs
significantly from the version that passed the Senate in that it would
transfer only environmental health functions (including Radiation
Protection) to Ecology. Previous versions of the bill would have moved all or
most of DSHS's public health functions to Ecology.

HB '65 Title: Cancer Registry/Establish

Sponsors: Rust, Nelson, Braddock, Day, P. King, Holland, Jacobsen, Lux,
Miller

Committee Referral (Vote): House Health Care (N/A)

Status: House Health Care

Floor Vote(s): N/A

ONMI Position: Support

Summary: Authorizing the establishment of a statewide cancer registry.
Directs the department of social and health services to contract with a

cancer research institution.
Establishes information to be reported.
Provides that information is to be used for statistical, scientific, and

medical research purposes.
Provides that names of persons, physicians, and institutions are confi-

dential. Establishes exception.
Limits liability for providing information. Requires an oath of confi-

dentiality.
Appropriates six hundred thousand dollars from the general fund to the

department of social and health services for the biennium ending June 30,
1989.

HB 357 Title: Income Tax/Radioactive W'aste

Sponsors: Armstrong, Nelson, Todd, Wineberry

Committee Referral (Vote): House Energy & Utilities (N/A)

Status: House Energy & Utilities

Floor Vote(sl: N/A

ONWM Position: Monitor

Summary: Providing for an income tax on businesses involved in disposing
high level radioactive waste.

Defines "radioactive waste" and 'disposing".
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Provides that the funds generated by this tax may bc used for provid-
ing emergency response services for any incident involving radioactivc
wastes, for independent monitoring of radioactive wastes disposal activitics.
and for other activities deemed appropriate by the legislature.

SI-1B 385 Title: Radioactive Waste/Entry (cf SB 5222)

S1onsors: Committee on Energy & Utilities (originally sponsored by Coopcr,
Spanel, L. Smith, Sutherland, Peery, Nutlcy, Walk, Deliwo, Wang, Cole,
Brough)

Committee Referral (Vote):
House Energy & Utilities (Sub. Do Pass - 8 of 15; Do Not Pass = 6 of 15)
Senate Energy & Utilities (Do Pass - 4 of 7)

**Status: Chapter 86, Laws of 1987

Floor Vote(s): House: 56 Yeas, 39 Nays, 3 Excused
Senate: 25 Yeas, 24 Nays

ONV'i Position: Monitor

Summarv: Establishing procedures for designating ports of entry for radioac-
tive waste.

Requires authorization by the legislature.
Expires when Washington and at least one other state enact an inter-

state agreement on radioactive materials transportatiorf management.
Declares an emergency and takes effect immediately.

SHB 409 Title: Department of Public Health (cf SB 5377)

Sponsors: Committee on Health Care (originally sponsored by Bristow,
Brooks, Valle, Braddock, Crane, Vekich, Dellwo, Gallagher, Rayburn, Day,
Grant, Baugher, Unsoeld, and Moyer)

Committee Referral (Vote):
House Health Care (Sub. Do Pass - 9 of 11)
House State Government (N/A)

Status: House State Government

Floor Vote(s): N/A

ONW\M Position: Monitor

Summary: Creating a department of public health and cnvironment.
Establishes activities of the department to provide leadership and cocr-

dination in identifying and resolving threats to the environment and public
health.
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Creates the department of public health and environment to undertalkc
various water regulation, management, planning and dcvelopment programs.
air regulation and management programs, solid waste regulation and man-
agement, and other environmental, managemcnt protection and developmcnt
programs authorized by the legislature.

Redesignates the department of ecology and the director of ccology as
the department of public health and environment and the secretary of public
health and environment.

Transfers certain powers and duties of the department of social 2nd
health services to the department of public health and environment.

Revises definitions.
Establishes educational achievement or vocational experience standards

for appointment of the secretary of public health and environment.
Requires that environmental health functions be consolidated to facili-

tate coordination with local health departments. Requires creation of an
organization unit to deal with health information, health statistics, and vital
records.

Requires appointment of a chief public health officer for the state.
Requires consultation with department of social and health services.

state board of health, local boards and departments of health, and other
appropriate state departments and boards. c

Authorizes fees to license programs or activities transferred from the
division of health of the department of social and health services.

Authorizes the secretary to use nonappropriated funds to complemcnt
public health and environmental services programs.

Directs the secretary to take necessary steps to promote the health of
the citizens, prevent and control communicable and chronic disease, prevent
and control injuries, and develop needed new efforts. 'Delineates rcsponsibil-
ities.

Requires an annual conference of local health officers.
Directs the state registrar of vital statistics to supply necessary forms.
Establishes certain data and recordkeeping responsibilities.
Directs the secretary to establish and administer a program of services

for children who are crippled. Establishes requirements.
Authorizes investigation of any threat to the public health. Establishes

enforcement authority.
Does not abridge the right of any person to rely exclusively on spiritual

means to alleviate human ailments.
Requires a report to the legislature by January 1989. Delineates

requirements.
Amends chapter 69.06 RCW (food and beverage establishment workers'

permits) to cover 'temporary food service establishments". Establishes exccp-
tions.

Terminates the powers and duties of the department of public health
and environment on June 30, 1997.

Repeals numerous RCW provisions.
Declares an emergency and takes effect July 1, 1987.
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SIlB 639 Title: Nuclear Accident Response Study

Snonsors: Committee on Energy & Utilities (originally sponsored by Nclson.
Rust, P. King, Todd)

Committee Referral (Vote):
House Energy & Utilities (Sub. Do Pass - 13 of 15)

Status: House Rules 2

Floor Vote(s): N/A

ONWNM Position: Monitor

Summarv: Studying the nuclear accident response capability of the state.
Directs the department of community development to conduct a stud%

regarding nuclear accident response capability of the state. Requires a report
to the legislature by December 31, 1987.

Specifies elements of the study.

HB 990 Tjtle: Federal Siting Activities/Enforcement

Sponsors: Todd, Cooper, Unsoeld, Taylor, Fisher, Jacobsen, Sprenkle, Nclson.
Fuhrman, Rust, Spanel

Committee Referral (Vote): House Energy & Utijities.

Status: House Energy & Utilities

Floor V'ote(s): N/A

ONWMI Position: Support

Summary: Directing department of ecology to seek compliance of federal sit-
ing activities to environmental laws.

Finds that state and federal environmental protection programs have
not been consistently applied to or complied with by the federal government.

Requires that a report be submitted to the standing committees on
environment and energy of the legislature during January of each year.

Defines 'environmental laws'.

HB 991 Title: Federal Nuclear Facilities/Enforcement

Sponsors: Todd, Nelson, Taylor, Jacobsen, Peery, Rust

Committee Referral (Vote): House Energy & Utilities (N/A)

Status: House Energy & Utilities

Floor Votes(s': N/A

ONWMNI Position: Monitor
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Summarv: Requiring department of ecology to undertake special efforts in
enforcement actions in federal facilities cases.

Directs the department of ecology to use all available means consistent
with federal law to apply and enforce state and federal environmental laws
and standards to all federal nuclear facilities operating within the statc.
Applies to the Hanford reservation.

Requires a written report to the legislature in January each year.
Clarifies what is meant by 'environmental laws'.

SHJM 4023 Title: Radioactive Waste Cleanup/Hanford

Snonsors: Committee on Energy & Utilities (originally sponsored by Jescrnig,
Hankins, Brooks, Baugher, Grant, Bristow, Nelson, Brekke, Unsoeld, Rust,
Walker, Pruitt, Jacobsen, Sprenkle, Rayburn, Wineberry, Todd, B. Williams, C.
Smith, Crane, Schoon, Winsley, Doty, Spanel, Silver, Hine, Holm)

Committee Referral (Vote):
House Energy & Utilities (Sub. Do Pass = 14 of 15)
Senate Energy & Utilities (Do Pass as Amended = 7 of 7)

**Status: Filed/Secretary of State

"*Floor Votes(s): House: 95 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Absent, I Excused
Senate: 44 Yeas, 0 Nays, I Absent, 4 Excused

ONWNI Position: Support

Summarv: Petitioning Congress to pursue the cleanup and disposal of
radioactive wastes at Hanford.

Requests appropriation of sufficient funds to carry out the Northwest
Citizens Forum's recommendation to clean up defense wastes at Hanford and
serious examination of proposals for a Defense Waste Trust fund.

Summary of Proposed Senate Amendment:
The involvement of the state Nuclear Waste Board is recognized. The

estimated cost of clean up of the defense wastes is increased from SII to
$17 million. The U.S. Department of Energy, rather than the Department of
Defense, is the appropriate agency to receive the memorial.
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- r - r- aIr~~eaiable' t o th e u ecrs c-~o.ayLt~i.

whi c! U-e waete atetr.a generatel at its fac11'.ties W Cu~ d.h
C ~!eire4 Idire.~t protess wa rete e-b-ect cnly to ~AZA,
r e uI a tic~ rud. the pro~p-e~ed rule, and w'hioc cf t`%cse wa 5te
streoms would be considere6 "nix~el waste" gub~eiat to regu1&tiorn

Sao~C st~taae Pcwfir Co. VI Xinn~ecwtar 44' !,~d1
~lt~~r ),&fd C5~ U.JSS , (1~129) Set alo ra*

V.C o!irY t :.s .P std;-Cr4' s.~
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under both RCPA End the AZA. rC cov-ht and raeievsd "'b!Uic

C re nt z On. thzose reports, end on the preposed rue' itself

ru i n; t he period ginrce the Propoce.8 was maec,' DoE h&S t haA

the epportuni ty te to ravi.tw the pertilet.t legal.

authorit~ieg, ce well ac to coneider the .1 e-eto received, .he

provigs.onal. waste ;trear% ide tificatiornc, DOV's eddtional.

operating experisrnce, and :6:ated actions tak<er by te

federal. LS4ncles. Batei orn. that Xrey~ewl DC)E J$ today

P%:bl1shing fi-el rulie th at adopts a nrcwer £rtterpretation

cf~ byprod-4ct r-aterial than. the dr~ procesa" a&-procan "thIALt

waste a t re ar w Il be4, QC~n~e' by rodvct. a T Ie 7
-onadioactive com.onents of the In .-dea~,~rerte

r. al rue1 ewil b1 e 6b C t t O r -&;-JI at ion under RCR to 01he

wextent tubat they contain hat~r4du cemttonents.

Dirctesion

The ove.-riding gi.uestion. raised by the p b Iie c:o rkr.,e nt son

the Prop--ged rule was whether RCRA'a exclusion of source,

spec-ia2. nuelear and byprodizct natlerial from recuat
a , ation unl.

that Act was intended bv the Ctnc-.ess to exe.-pt wa~r ~ste

tr n~s, rather th~r. axs-7ptin~g Only th-e re!4n-z=IideS disa~erse

or in am waste stretm. As di scUs e e AP love I the

proposed. ru-'e w--u:c lrave treated any 'di1ect ;rOessN waste as

byprodvjct rmater5.al in its ent-Irety, eve n If tue waste con-tained



a Monrtdioatciva Chrlel hatardeus 6Cc2pznrnt that v1

other'.,Lte h.ava bee# t,--iect to rsevatcn. und~er P.~A Thus,

tua COhKractoe ;ti of 'fa wactze tt-e&: ag 'direc. -:-CCESO

Was;te would have faoreC. ed te aptlieatio0 of R P t o t -

a t C a&¶i ectiv~1e of Whether t.he 40jcciated CdQ iC

hazard was eisi~cant.4  'a thic opin.ion of 7-tny

Cor~pnenters, tihis Was t z i qr if-lc&nt disad-vartace to the 'direct

Proce~st. a--owh. :m v i.w f th~s ceonern, scec=-enters

t C!e,,estced theat DCS lrngtead ado~pt an. *.t~e~rnctive imt~orpetat-Ive

&pprcach thrat w0U2.d Permrit th~e anp1;ation, o f each reiulatcrY

regi6e to th e ty~e In ha tar t at t was 4e g.-e d 'to~ cor. rL,C

i. i. th at wol1d lap the PZ P nsr po tiaans th

cjia. a azard o! this wiste, and apply. 'FC:-P- to e.".ur e

- pcc a.~~rs a a~ er-~ae cemica . ha za rd..

DC' eem,.~&psriernce C(-.e A.he pu-b11Cati~ C tn

pooe u e neda a suport t o th-4e concern ex-re3sed bythese

co e -er.I ite efforts p-cvisliona ly to apply the t direct

Process" ap rcach DOB fou-nd a 0!he if ns.tances in which

otherwige ide-.tical wav';es were sormetiimes found eubject to

RCFAj &nd other times were- fc'-.rd jeubet only to the KEAI due

Solely to the Wastes.' diffarent Prti.it-Y to the Fhys6.c,-l

-rccets of prodi4c. a -d tili 2ir:z ;pecal re rwiterial.

o;! e e Ct It ons cf tbi,; are- nr.)t e~r e~v in

W ith thIe proess-redte languase am=IWYed by the Cc-Sress ~in

N
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-:A to de!ir.e byproduct mae-ial, DC' h as concludea afte)
the-* &n&I iG that. he betttr viev cf the law is one thnat
&voiide cEch a:tl^'a1 distincticrs ar, that o'crd the
greatest sccpe to th e RCPA revulattry Scheme, conaLctenrt with
the requLetraemes of th. AA, 8ee * ecal 1r. vl. Alpistarmcc
Fod, v. HClel, 586 FSp. 1i63 (E.D. Tern. 1 ..

Ag noted in th'e cre~coinq di:c%:£gi-n and in the pre.e
to the proposed r-ue, the Ieg'slative histories of both ;c-
ard the AEA provide ltle aseaitance in inttrpretlr.g eithe:
* tnes-rea'.Lng cfthe teL-d b -p dect r-ateial c. the '-.teded
effect of RCIWS exl:S on of byv:oduct --atieria Arc: the
hazardos Wiste regulatory p. The U _e ,ltee cn
Znterute r .. a d FcaeAn Co-.s-erce, Ln r e=Or'1 it$, F' C.-cf
t.e 'that Ul .-.atey wag enacted Ps %C elluded to a 1973
l-ck of r dioactive waste from a G urde r storage tank
at Aichzland, Washington as an gactual Lnstarcet ) of d.:.&Se
eausel by current ha2ardeou1z waste dispcsal practicea.9 H.R,
Rep, bNo. 1401, 94th Ccre., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 11-19, re~rinte&
in 1976 U.S. Code Corng. Admin. Newo E230, 6254-57. This
refe.-ence is a less than certain ncaticr that the Con..ress
viewed s-ch radiccti.'e waEce as h'.aza r-4 waste' sl:.ect. to
Ps,--* . e2r.' ike R17 as ne.1y era:te~ , the b" :3/ which this

3J2 ! 14 42, 94th CQn -, , 2d Sess, (1, 76) .



K) .- ~e er~acc r-pareT c on ta .e~ no- prov! in~.d~~g

special nur.clear and b'j~reduec~tei1 th r ab y

rn*-.' rz i q the prc~zatiVcve~ of t.C rvJti -t ckx;kichland.

refCerena~ ina Cor~tr%±T-S tI-a ~t te th6t Wag Ujti~at.jy

traacted.: Nov .4th-elet, t~he Ccrmmittce's refererace Should rnot be

entirel.y di: o,'ntaed as e'videra~ce thal~t theo Con-fresc 16n

cneider-ir'q Rc was cocerncre '4thW uat hZards

;esented by rdSicact-I.Ve wh.steo evera tho te A~ZA 'a2ready

rprova±.;ed su&&f.Cierat rtgu~ate~ry cctr~ ever the reicl.og-Ic'al

.. a i,'dr s E sclatel wth g C h Waite-* -

" o A.1t h~as M.se 0.t Eoeifc. C.USI.n' t *e- hetr t e

n .tirety cf a i.n 6ae& .w ,er c yit: radicactfvt

'C'.6 o--it curr n .~ eerly hC s ta t -h S es cannet-

* r1yter -anera. ai hcit t ibt nLance to regulate

.eve?% the n.or d &It en ha 'a rd' 'o a wrste i,.Q.vatib1y w i th

"e atiora dore Ore.~ the AE'wh ere the ra &a..oraa

nr=aOlat~ion hazaerds a r C inreprahjbe,- No t-ing 'n h

4/ d'e ecisizno have th~ he a thoritv. of the 'NC s
oeesra.;en%, tile AtcMIC Er-nC:Cy CC7:nspcn, to lic:en

1CW levela! ctv we-ate a's by -zt atr&. ar?'s
v. Uni.ttd Stat.ec 2*2 F.2 3~ ( C th Cir. 2;61) ICit-Y of

~ ti r. v. At Cni_ v £e r C ~r,36F2 d 6 4$ (D.C . C ir
c62). nreither cire, htever, did -%e cccrt -each the

cze ci fic quq.1? whether thre eCietta te C.- tral

0'5ra~ C t iva C 7- 0 C-n. 5 1Z Y t- Z Z at _r.

-



eecipion, however, is in~compatible with Concurren~t reg-ilatior.,

ty tho Stat~es, or: E?7%, ef the,, rionrardlcactive ctn~neit o! a

nvclear wse, s._b~ectI- to pararount requiremen~ts of thke AEA. 5./

In this con~text, DOE notes that at the tdiie thle Congragg

wag cor.-side'ring PRCFRA, thQ-I Su.prem~e Court very recerntly had

4p1-Ia.ihed i.ts decisietn min Train v. Color'ado ub I t Q~e r&

,Risearch G-O'.z, 426 U.t. I (1975), Tha" cace decided wh-eaher

.he reer-a1 Water Poi'vti,-~ Control Xc t &as ± 72

applied to source, apecial nuelet.r ian byporoduCt material.

diacharged into na~vigabe waers by Sove-Mmert-ewwnad I-wodctiom

fcilitieE and Co~rr.-eCia2. pwer 7eOact--rs res- -ated by th~ A.

%!kter Concl.uding that-0 Ihe a t-eral 1Wator Po11-jticn Control. Act

prpenycst:I.ed, didA not ajthorize EPX or theSat:t

rt~sq~lte sour.ce,; epecial. nvce~ ar ~by r auctt raterial,, t I-

esurt re Ctcte %Idthe C Ont r, io C t he ater A~ct C:trt 7la t ed

joir'. regulatior. of zc1urce, special nu-Clear or by;:rc-du.ct

nmate r i a e f u e nt s 426 U.S. at 1IS, Tbe practical ofeect of

the Coart's d~c1..sion# however, was a regLire of c:;ncurrert

rag-ilation, by diffeerent athorities, of effIluent Strea.ons

CO.ntaining both rad!ioacs.tIve~ enC nonradiQactive corznet;,

SpeCi fi ceily, the deeision left EPA and the StAtes free to

S/ Set disc ssI.Cn of PIC?7. sectiOn 100CE(a) U.S.C. 569Z5(1)

D)
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rezv2lattv un~der the Wat er Xcti the nor. adi&t SeepTOW ~

li.uoid Offll~en.tz fO nc.;C1a: fac,11-4'ex, While retservin; to

ae~ n-D .SQ's prC~edcapor agen~cy all rezvi&tcry aut'crity

over t'-v so,;-cc, upeci&l nt~c' car an 1-yprod-t rmaterilas

con!.tlned in t IM t e ee~~n treams.

II ie -ccislative hiaowry o"OZ~ contair no Q en t icr o f the

nri decBi How~cever, the Cc~~cce La m speued to be a'-.:are

of dcis'C' of 0!the Supreme C~;-urt an~d in f&~ a 07l1Opel in..

t:-.e *are AEAt6e_.1;S, incudir-j u o !-%c t .-aterial, th. a A the

cct h! W..r a:; ed fr= t"he' Water Act' op. a a ~histcry to.,

e mPh.a ~eIn. its analysla in Train. VA~ r.it a; t .east'

%:ally "o;eial t6 infer that t~he Con~redet -in soeeting -Mhe

A~tr%.s vt jhavied in Tri n3.?1antici?&ted i nri lar re s .:

de a ast~ t - sdid~ Ithe prezo~ed ru.e-

that RC M ; exclus Ion of b0y pr oduc t rffateari-al ,7,;st h ave been

intenr.led to exclwd i Ln t e ir en.tirety a c~e W-ISte I treLu.C £r o-

reg2.'atilcn ur~dLr ~CYA.

inzInO r t, while ths-e cpacifi; 1lep1 e-ith.-ritie; relaed _1

by DCE im developing~ the propcsed rule appeirvd ccresistent w tth

the "direct process" ap~prcachi there aut.ho:-itles &r

ccnsisweit wit-h th,-e ra-rrower n t e rpeta &t.n o rcC.% ct

rateialthat wa~s su,;Sce te6 by the majorlty of th-e to,-en~ers

c6r.� v'. C-_,:t1*-61 44 U.S. (3 F_ "O C 13 F ) 9.1 W.) 21.6, 9, SZ
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o-. the prccped . . ore i1..?5rtart..,, CE E s w - grsg_&pd!

after fuZrther &eray0s. th&t the *direct pro:etsi ;rpreach C Pi.e

r.ot reflect the bettGe view cf te 1a W

RCRA- is a remed.ea1 statute, an.d Al ruch r be liberaly

constr-eA to af ^ct,;ate the reme44&I pr-.ose fcr wh..ch it w&s

Arcted. 7/ -A e iten-led cc. prehenz iarver eg of RI' s

regulatory schlema is evident f:tem th. Ac.'cs laec clative

-h.ztory. The ?-P'.cipal soerfsV 0 th.e lecilsticnn in t6Se

Sen&te ep.h?.asized thc4t it reprsented "a. ms.Aor cc 4.tmer.t of

fedeel. t:sirtva-co to state arn4 lcc. oe r, r.t efforts t-

n-.z fhaza~us and so!d Cs.a] -, -; a; in a cC-,-61-rehsnv -.-

and effecrtive a n e r,. el .he House Ce-nittaoe cn In tar St*te

.AForetc: C o 'ece reaear e the e gt C a t. as c'ciing the

*~~~~ aedy , ;;:. -- e C'-.e-a --n
-,-ct re.- i!. n r oc .:-e" 9/ n a ..ewcrk o! r.atic&al-

c; vt r on e..t1 A I W I-Awe ^ th taeady i ncl,' ued ''. C.-ean AJ r

A-,end..ents of 19S1, th a Federal wt'ter tcll**'cln Cc.ntrol Act

r-er.e.ents of 1r72p P-d th e Safir Drinkin; Wat.er Act,

Moreiver , interpretation of RCR.A's aclusicn of byproduct

rmateral rnust not focua Folely on that exclu;ion, read in

7/ a e, , We s t ,C Zo t'E, CcO-. v. - - fic GaS & E II .
;I T.7 575. (;.h C.v. 49CO

S/ 122 Ccr.. Pet. c';C: (' SE) (-e.a' e'f S. ee. ar) .

9/ H.P. Rep. 1~c, 94-:4911 94th Conr., S_ e;sb, t 2, at 4,
re___t___d_ in 196 U",s. Ccse Cong.& A&d. N;¢^: 623;, 6.4...
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!Znern et!ee, the cxc:zr. c-'rn c e vievo! pro-ly coy J

4! the conte>xt ec ths whole ttat~:e, rs we' 1 i S ts h4 Gct &a.

policy . l.5! n* hs c<.-e:r s it cceems a parent thatP..^

was inrtendc Io h aave to-. &t~ a^Uty to at.srriala th&t were

a'.eay re,.ileted under the AZ. Se~tc'cr 'CO6(a) cf PCPA, 42

.¾SC, SOC(e(a), sp^cifies th.-_ as tn %..ny 4.tivity or

*staa.ce' ce;, to the ?c AFC. rc'atcn -" v yie

cr.:y tot ha ex . of ti rc

th4 AA, S;7he ach.c..etyza: ; cbst.-E" t-.&; c&r. fairly be

!COcrL'ed dt 'G~bfCXt to' .the are c*_!Ctances cet&Liat.n

fspJ. ec-a:. re._e'.. ar.l bv. &t ria1, to which t'he

A expresely is directed. Th-is the lca'.uae of

'E(^) - g<a'y to c .e.-. c peet.ry req-_'latio

,-.er _th setat'tes c! 6ulPta'ces tzhat under pr-io law rt-s

have ee. re-;'e.ae. excl o us'vev ^yv *he AZA.

Viewed 'n thes lic..h, d.'' v!efin'*ion.al exclusioin of

soure c epecs. an Ce r. ar.. byr cruot r t eri r ass es a

rarrowi.- sisnificar.:e thnt. wts azq-.e~ted i-i the prposed rule.

Insteea of referrir to ary wpste stre^n in i.tB en.irety, the

ex:&:sion appears dircc4;ed on.v to the redicact.ive copon.en.t of

L mn ear WS te, a e reev ' h ', e , ' 5 rcre hIs.oa.c- cs

' ee e c. C.'atEss . 1's Vnita State;, 30%US3 Itt 115
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vie.'- of the £t&tute as a wr... cad t ; e rh, tDCE 1e1 ev;I ; j-)
th&t the def initior.e cx: luser. and te 1encace cl. 5e:j.on

tCCE(a) &ae correctly u erstocd to ;r-vide for the r

^.der RCPA of a1l htzardovs w9ast, inCluding weeze that Is alecO

radioactive. ICRA doeg not &-ply to t1he raica-ti':ve cc7:pV,,;ct

cf euch a wasto, h cwtver, if it is sc-a-ce, cpecial nuclear or

rd rst' t'.estad, tht AE app'ies to th.at

raAicsc-ve cor.po-ert. Finally, i! the 2.^'cat ion -f bcth

:> 'atoy regimes ?t^:es conflic t .g in speclfic in t arces,

ACRA yitplas to th.e ABA.

In aAit1o'.% to cn str-,Ing wh;!Ie c' MC%% in. harrzny,

tWi.s linterpretation ?veats i:n ac-Or.'ne bolh PFCRA and the AXA

the qreatet cap?&city to reg,4'ate ef'ec*tle'' t'e crec'& tYpe

of ha:Zr t.at eaC statute was dee-!Sned to control. Since t.he

two sta.:;tes are ne-t nr ' reconcileale confliCt, b &t are

ca-able of co-exIstence, thay PShould be interpreted 6uCh that

the oeratien and objectlveg of each are failitated., See

Paza-nwerv v. To-,:ch Rcs a Co.,, 4lc6 U. S. 1 4f 8 1 55 ('9 76).

FWoever, in issuing today's final rule, DOE errFh'asizes the

irmportaance of settion 10CSia) ir. rese'*ving any particular

irecn-sstenr~ces taet -may occur b-etween t:hecr i ecnts o F CF.A

a-. A. c£C o! the ABA. DB is the 'eeaA a- f e i ' a enc;v

f .thcr~taLtV ely ccnstruia:' the , :re-nts -'the 7Aj, aE

tht A.ct; a&,,Jies to DE.E Activitiee. ':-.e DOE dces nrt

E-.-rte that at!}t'ion o! totv'' firal r*le wil. l' xd to
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.es;zent cate; c of e00c(Or.: y,5 cetion 1OG(a.) ;: e

c ri t ic e r¢-r.; s u % .tu the ir p ie.et 4a tcn ct tI.- a''i .a r -

w.. prescnt ro im.ped-.en.t to the .. 1intcr .e of prte'to

frorm radicic±c.!&I hazards a£ well Ce C-':s ccompj.ishr.t of

atk Qth.6 sr tatitory respcnvib 41ite0 *.46 the AA.

A fir-.& ccrs 'cr. i'n a.Ptirn t ody z fria. r ise
t;.e ra.e's ccrnsA. etncy Yith t'.e .eal positicn r~adcptGd by EPA

a.. the in resiin c v_-es` -ion s -co.nInc P?.;A's

aP Iica p tsc'on a ' s ;-"e.e 1 c or.^e-_lm l .xc a.r a.&" ci t ie a. n

a rece.;t qui^^.:e doC-er,^ doyeola..A 40~r4t'v by UK. &nd th-e

.C, '/ f -he twa e-er.cies ptateA '.^&t *cr cc..-.6rc a 1cvw-eve.

r-W1cactive waste co.ntaining a h&;&rs*t co---one.t, ti.y will

-e;ar cr. y the actuea! in. -. u Ces 1 t waste as hein,

exe - t f'.. .-C A Todayls fial rule adoptg the rame t.=coa~ha

fCr ea1 ^ -e.' tive ^.d cher-c:.:tlly ha;&r.s waSte.

frc- purpos cf int eCE rprets the taz-..

P r..ter4al to refer o?.ly to the radcacoitve co-ponent

of & ruc-'ear waste. .khe nenradioactive cheni.c.lly hazardoua

cvmpo-.ent o' the waste wi11 be subject to requiation undeL

''1 's4f,'-. ~ c.. the ae'-.Ac e.f.rt 'i-atin of
C. 7c~- erc i e L -w yeve, Fae icact,:ge ar.d r: ' ; atste,
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7 )
?, Exec'.'tive Crder 12291

This rule h.ea bean rcv Ce4 w n P. :cc r .ce wits Zxecttivc

COrG 1229. 'le rule is not clau5'ietd ac a majcr ru'e

beca*se it CceF not mneet tie cr'teria for majcr .u'e

est abI;.1ed by t,&t COer,

~, te.'-l. EV..^. 7efl'sA toliev At

a s r.-Ie le an intreendee r'*e ±rde e cnly to

c:arify the mear.ing of a catut^:y defnitm on. 166e.4nce Oc the

rule wl11 have n.o irmvcren a! iratc.t

C. Fe''a-v^y F.'exKibi.'tv lt C Cer'-tifi-*'n

The r..e ' will nc't hve a E fica-.t imtact C-% a

sce ofr fc'-.c 1 ent-;tes.

5. Pa-er--c>c ee-ctiocr. Act c' o 9

h-te-e are no If 4c tinfn cratet i n re q-ze-,e ns in thc

List ef S-'Z~cots in. 10 CFRl Par-. 9E6
|e.r ear . ater 4alSs , Byprod-Ijet mate rial .

Iss6_ed in Wathington, P.C., Iarll 2? , 19c7.

/C~enera C^^*se.
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-1 co..side:at o. c' tue.o:e ojr.j, Par: 9q2 iPs &'td to 10
CFR Chapter I I to read te f o Il'o -i

?7h 962 - EYP C,-FC7 TX-.. V'AL:

Sec.
9 6 2 .1 acpe.
96 .2 purp-ce .

6 2.3 Eypro!, c,, Mtterial .

hte±t yI .he A--ic Enercy Act cf 1954 (42 U,.S.C, £2011e't Le'.): ery cr5&:;On Act of 1974 (42 t'.S.C. S!'C1 et,ze.)j ;epartre-et of Erergy Orqani2aticn ott (42 U.S.C. S7'01et te:,) I _er Was'e P1I.Cy A* (P-ab. L, 97-425, 96 S.to

Th~.t Fart applie only to r ,"atiewae si.!bstances
I.!

-ei e C. o 9r 1-' cd by the Department oc E~nergy at.
* fc±t wes o;*,ed or operated ocr for th.e. M rer . of E.erqy

A . u..e'.Ato £ Act of 1954 (42 t..S.C. S2 .1 .et .e....O ~~~~~~~0 T. F=eo rtrYtOfi t kt-e hch ' ac ......................... 0 ow.d

. -eo by tc -e %art.ent; of Enervy.

T'.e ;pc5se of this Part is to clarify t'I -ean nq of the
terra rbyproduct .,eteri&IR urde.- sectior. lle(l) of the Atoir.ic
Energy Act of 1554 (42 U.$,C, 52O14(e) (1)) ior usee only iii
detearrir.ng tl-.e Zepartment of E.er~y'6 cbigation.s un.der t he
Re^ ,r-e Ccr.eervaeticrn &rdd R.eccvey A<:t (42 U.S.C. Si901 et
ce-,) with recit& to wafi'et've w.st* suhsta-Ces cwn.e! or
. rI-tced tr t's e 've-rt..ent c te O f .o th.e e'ec4e
of its res, -.t'1a6su.r:.e^_. r.sr Act of ,954,
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This Part does rnot affect materials defin.ed as byproduct

:ateial u:r.sr Section Ile 1 2) of the AtomiOc Sray Act of 19 S4

(4 2 VJ.S. c. 520 :4 (c) (2)1,

By--o~uct Material.
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r--clear -maber'ae) yielded in. or mnade radgcaetive by rxpcure to
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special nuclear m.ateria1:
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dispersed or suspended in the waste su6star.ce. The nonradec-
active hazardous co ponent of the waste substance will be

eubject to regulation under the R.esource Conservation and

Reeovery Act.
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Chairman Breaux and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the invitation to testify. I am honored

that you desire to obtain my views on the extremely important

issue of federal policy pertaining to compensation for dam-

ages arising from nuclear incidents. It is with pleasure

that I present them today.

I became Governor of Washington in January, 1985.

Shortly after my inauguration, I began to address various

aspects of nuclear power with special emphasis being given

to the disposal of high-level radioactive waste. This

emphasis was, of course, brought about by the United States



Department of Energy's selection of the Hanford site in

Washington as a potential site for the nation's first deep-

geologic high-level waste site.

Over the past two years I have worked on a national

basis with many governors and other state officials to

develop a consensus as to the fundamental elements of a

federal nuclear incident liability policy for the disposal

of high-level radioactive waste. Four fundamental elements

emerged from that effort. I commend them to your attention.

First, the foundation policy should be the concept of

strict liability (liability regardless of fault) with regard

to all injuries caused by nuclear incidents arising from the

implementation of the repository program of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act and other similar high-level and transuranic

nuclear waste disposal programs.

Second, federal policy should provide for full

compensation, through fully funded financing sources, for

all damages and injuries obligated to be paid under the

federal policy of strict liability. No person or entity

should be precluded from recovering compensation based upon

any form of statutory "cap."

Third, the procedure for obtaining moneys under the

strict liability - full compensation elements, just described,

should be as red-tape free as is reasonably attainable.

Fourth, the federal government should be directly liable

for all damages arising from nuclear incidents occurring in

the context of the high-level waste repository disposal
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program of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA). Such an

) approach, which departs from the approach of the present

Price-Anderson Act, is clearly supportable where the United

States has, under the NWPA program, not only ownership and

actual control of the wastes but full regulatory authority

over these materials as well.

Against this backdrop of foundation guideposts, several

of the bills now pending in the Congress, including S. 44,

S. 748, and S. 843, among others, have been examined. In

addition, we have noted Amendment No. 3238 of the last

Congress. None of the bills satisfies the four elements just

described. For example, none includes a direct federal

government strict liability concept along the lines just

described. Likewise, none of the bills provides that the

) concept of strict liability apply to all nuclear incidents

arising during the implementation NWPA's high-level waste

disposal program. (The "waiver of immunity" of the various

bills currently being considered, which some characterize as

a strict liability feature, only applies to "extraordinary

nuclear occurrences" as defined by the existing Price-Anderson

Act.)

This is not to say, however, that the bills presently

being considered by the committee are without merit. To the

contrary, various elements of these bills have considerable

attraction. Among them, S. 843 has drawn our special atten-

tion because of its full-compensation for damages approach,

i.e. no cap on federal liability. The concept of S. 843, as

- 3 -



described by Senator Stafford at the time of the bill's

introduction, deserves very serious consideration.

As you proceed with your deliberations, I hope you

will consider the following issues:

1. Coverage of United States Department of Energy

Activities. Our view is that the Department of Energy

should be treated as a contractor for all activities it

performs directly (rather than through a contractor) as to

high-level waste disposal activities. Note section 9 of

Amendment No. 3238 of the last Congress and section 7 of

S. 748.

2. Statute of Limitations on Filing Claims. We-support

the so-called "discovery" of the injury rule, i.e., the statu-

tory time for filing a claim runs from the date of the dis-

covery of an injury for a discrete time period, such as three

years. Note section 10 of S. 843.

3. Indexing. Some form of inflation indexing, relating

to the calculation of such matters as annual retrospective

premiums and nuclear waste fund contributions, should be

included. See e.g. section 15 of S. 843.

4. Emergency Responses. Expenses incurred by states,

local governments and other entities and persons as the

result of emergency response activities should be included

within the full compensation approach applicable to nuclear-

incident-caused injuries.

In addition, we believe the committee should carefully

consider the issue as to whether, in egregious factual
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situations involving, e.g., contractors' willful misconduct,

the government should be able to recover from its contractors

the amounts paid by the United States under indemnification

agreements for compensable injuries to persons and entities.

Inclusion of such a statutory recovery provision would, in

all likelihood, enhance the operational safety performance

of contractors in the conduct of their nuclear-related

activities.

In your letter of invitation you have asked four questions.

Our response follows:

Question 1. We support the "full compensation" of

victims of nuclear incidents as described earlier in our

testimony.

Question 2. In terms of "damages and causation" standards,

) we could support their establishment under federal law so

long as they were consistent with the four elements previously

described in this testimony. However, the basic approach of

the existing Price-Anderson Act is to look to state tort law

to determine liability and damages standards. Unless that

basic approach is to be superseded by the establishment of

federal law along the lines just discussed, state tort law

should continue to control.

Question 3. We can provide little assistance, at this

point, as to estimating the potential consequences of- a

nuclear accident because of the highly speculative nature of

such an endeavor. Even the most recent federal studies, by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the mid-1970s and by the

General Accounting Office last year, have been unable to
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reach definitive conclusions. The Chernobyl tragedy, which

has turned Europe into a nuclear-incident impact laboratory,

may well provide the most discrete answers yet attainable.

Question 4. We doubt that a "full compensation" policy

will likely cause economic hardships either for the United

States or a utility. As to the United States, Congress has

complete and continuing control, through the appropriation

process, over how and when federal dollars are to be made

available to satisfy obligations incurred under a full com-

pensation policy. In terms of impacts on utilities, Congress

can certainly design payment or repayment approaches that

would buffer undue economic burdens placed on a utility. The

reduced interest, extended-term loan approach of S. 843 is

one example. See e.g. section 2(c), S. 843.

I conclude by urging you to proceed, carefully but with

expedition, to report a federal nuclear incident liability

bill that contains concepts of strict liability and full

compensation for all nuclear incident-related injuries. Most

importantly from our state's standpoint, with the heavy con-

centration of nuclear power production facilities located in

and high-level wastes stored at Washington's federal Hanford

Reservation, any new legislation must apply not only to both

commercial reactor and defense activities, but to all waste

treatment and disposal activities related thereto as well.

Thank you, once again, for the opportunity of presenting

my views. In light of the importance of the issues involved,

I trust you will provide my state with the full opportunity )

to present further views as you pursue your deliberations.
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The Honorable Richard H. Bryan
Governor
State of Nevada
Executive Chamber
Carson City, Nevada 89710

Dear Governor Bryan:

Thank you for your letter on the nuclear waste program. As you
noted, I am deeply troubled by the current state of the program;
your thoughts on what has gone wrong and how we might correct
matters are greatly appreciated. In particular, your suggestion
that an independent commission be created to investigate the
siting effort is one I am considering.

I will be happy to meet with you to discuss your concerns and
recommendations when you are in Washington. Please have your
staff call my office to arrange a mutually convenient time.

S ncerely,

MORRIS K. UDALL
Chairman
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I.

Thank you Chairman Johnston and mcmbcrs of the Commiitec. I apprcciatc thc opportu-
nity to present this testimony on behalf of the citizens of state of Washington. )
Let me begin with some comments on Senate Bill 839.

Economic incentives may be an appropriate and useful element used at the end of a site
selection process designed and implemented to search for the best sites on the basis of
scientific evidence. Unfortunately, science has played a secondary role in the implemen-
tation of the current site selection process and as a result USDOE's site selection decisions
are not credible. Selection of the best site for a repository must be based on credible
geological and hydrological considerations.

The state of Washington is not interested in negotiating with USDOE on a price at which
characterization of the Hanford site would be acceptable.

In declining to negotiate a price at which characterization of the Hanford site would be
acceptable, we are doing a favor for the nations's ratepayers. Hanford should not even be
on the list of sites for characterization. According to USDOE's own experts it is the least
safe and by far the most expensive of all the sites which were under consideration. In.
previous testimony to this Committee we have shown that in selecting Hanford, USDOE
ignored the advice of its own experts and the results of its own ranking methodology. In
response to written questions from the Committee, we have described several of our seri-
ous technical concerns regarding the Hanford site. Our concerns cannot be brushed aside
by simply attributing them to the NIMBY syndrome. There are so many serious technical
concerns and potential fatal flaws related to the Hanford site that USDOE decision-
makers may have done better if they had closed their eyes and randomly stuck a pin in a
map of the United States.

Let me now turn to a general discussion of the repository site selection program.

Over the past several months, the status of the program has been described in various
descriptive phrases. Some of those of which I am aware are:

* the program is a total shambles;

* the program is on the brink of collapse;

* the program is in total disarray;

* the program is about to go over the cliff;

* the program is like a derailed train;

e the program is on the verge of disintegration;

* the program is now in gridlock.

Last week Secretary Herrington told the Senate Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation that
71he program is staggering'. I would like to commend the Secretary for acknowledging the
current status of the program. We hope that the final version of the amended Mission
Plan will reflect this assessment.

-1-
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Further evidence of the depth of the repository program shortcomings are the many, var-
ied proposals for change which have surfaced in recent months. Some of the proposals) which have been suggested are:

v Retract the May 28th decisions, restructure and expand the site selection process,
and restart at the point of writing siting guidelines

e Develop regional monitored retrievable storage facilities

e Remove USDOE from the process and replace it with a new entity

a Reprocess high-level nuclear waste, extract the usable radionuclides and dispose
of the remaining waste in the ocean bottom -*

* Halt site characterization in Washington and Texas and characterize the site in
Nevada

s Provide sufficient financial incentives to encourage a state or Indian Tribe to
volunteer a suitable site for characterization

* Continue on the current path

All of these suggested approaches, as well as others which have been put forward, have
been offered with the sincere belief that they encompass the best solution to the nation's
nuclear waste disposal problem. Unfortunately, none of these proposals has gathered a
broad enough constituency to begin approaching a consensus. My view of the situation in
which we find ourselves can be summed up as follows:

1. There is unanimous agreement that we must solve the nation's high-level nuclear
) waste problem

2. There is wide-spread agreement that to continue down the current path is an
approach which is likely to fail

3. Although the need for a mid-course correction is recognized by many, there is
not agreement on the best answer to the Question 'where do we go from here?'

4. Until the various interested and involved parties can reach a consensus on the
best answer to that question, the program will, in Secretary Herrington's terms,
continue to stagger and will eventually fall

With these points in mind, in December I recommended to USDOE that it take the lead in
establishing a forum and a process which could be utilized to develop a consensus answer
to the Question "where do we go from here?". It was my opinion that if USDOE were will-
ing to acknowledge the need to consider changes to the site selection process, and were
willing to support and participate enthusiastically in consensus-building, its own credibil-
ity would be enhanced and there would be a good possibility that positive results could bc
achieved. USDOE has turned down my recommended course of action. In doing so,
USDOE stated that Congress is the appropriate national forum to resolve the controversial
issues surrounding the repository site selection process. On this point I am now in agrec-
ment with USDOE's position. If USDOE is unwilling or unable to take the lead in
attempting to develop an acceptable solution to the serious problems with which we are
confronted, then the responsibility must shift back to Congress.
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Whcn Congress passed the Ntclcar Wastc Policy Act, it was generall) agreed that it cstalb-
lishcd an effective and %%orkable means to solve the nation's high-level nuclear waste dis-
posal problem. In my opinion, the Act did contain all of the necessary elements to solve
the problem If properly implemented. However, the seriously flawed implementation of
the Act by USDOE has resulted in an untenable situation which requires that Congress
consider a mid-course correction.

In order to assess effectively the existing situation and to make an informed decision on
the best course of action, I urge this Committee and the Congress as a whole to consider
the following approach:

1. Establish a forum and a deliberative process designed to bring together represen-
tatives of all the interests with the common goal of developing a consensus
recommendation to Congress in answer to the question 'where do we go from
here?'M

2. Halt all site specific activities until Congress has the opportunity to act on the
recommendations

We must take the time to reach an agreed, well thought out solution to the complex situa-
tion in which we now find ourselves. Before we can go forward in the site selection pro-
cess with confidence that we will be successful, we must reach agreement on the answers
to several major questions which we thought were answered four years ago. We must take
advantage of the knowledge and experience gained by the participants in the four years
since the Act was passed. The following major issues must be resolved before we proceed:

1. What is the most effective solution to the utilities' short-term spent fuel storage
problem?

2. Is there a need for two repositories, and if so, what is the appropriate timing as
to the second repository?

3. What are the necessary elements of a repository site selection process that will
provide confidence that the search will be for the best site and that selection
decisions will be based on credible scientific evidence?

All of these issues arc intcrrelated. Resolution of one is affected by resolution of the
others. For example, before utilities could be expected to agree to on site dry-cask storage
or a state could be expected to agree to host an MRS facility as the preferred solution to
the short-term spent fuel storage problem, it must have confidence that the long-term
problem will be solved. As another example, if it is decided that there is a need for only
one repository or a substantial delay in the timing of the search for a second repository,
then the appropriate geographical scope of the site selection process would be impacted.

All of these major issues must be resolved together as part of a package in order to
develop a credible overall solution to the nation's high-level nuclear waste disposal prob-
lem. There are no qatiek fixes' which can restore credibility to the current site selection
process. I look forward to working together with this Committee in developing and
implementing a consensus-building process to decide 'where do we go from here?.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide our comments and recommendations on the
repository program.
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STATE OF WAS dNGTON

NUCEAR WASTE BOARD
Mail Stop PV-11 * Olynpia, Washington 98504 * (206) 459-6670

NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD

Regular Meeting

May 15, 1987
1:30 p.m.

EFSEC Hearing Room
Lacey, Washington

AGENDA

1. Introductory Remarks

2. Approval of April 17, 1987 Minutes

3. Correspondence

Warren Bishop

Terry Husseman

Terry Husseman4. Report on
April 28:

April 29:
April 30:

Testimony before Congress
House Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
Senate Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of
the Committee on Environment and Public Works

5. Status of Seismic Survey Proposal

6. Draft Site Characterization Focus Paper

Ray Lasmanis

Terry Husseman

7. Litigation Status ,j)L �/.
N,irda Pierce

-1ir7MC=C44' 0-r_ _c'"

9. Committee Reports

10. Reports on Coordinating Group Meetings

11. Federal Legislation.-- -

12. Washington Institute for Public Policy

Committee Chairs

Don Provost

Charlie Roe

Max Power

13. Other Business

14. Public Comment

15. Adjourn

The Nuclear Waste Board welcomes and encourages public participation during the
monthly meetings. The Chairman will invite public comment at various points during the
meeting. In addition, if there are specific agenda items which you wish to comment upon
please sign the sheet on the back table and you will be invited to comment when the
Board reaches that agenda item.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

OLYMPIA
X5O4.04 13

BOOTH GARDNER
GOVERNOR

April 27, 1987

The Honorable James A. McClure
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
SH-136 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dcar Senator McClure:

Enclosed are state of Washington responses to your questions. Please excuse the delay.
Your questions were thought provoking and deserved an in-depth review by our key
decision-makers. Governor Gardner and I appreciate the opportunity to further express
our views to you and your Committee.

Please contact me or Terry Husseman if you have further questions.

Sincerely,

Curtis Eschels
Special Assistant for Policy

CE:hlt

cc: Washington Congressional Delegation
(w/attachments)

Legislative Building AS-13 * Olympia, Washington 98504 * (206) 753-6780 * (Scan) 234-6780
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

RESPONSES TO SENATOR MCCLURE QUESTIONS

1. By the very nature of our political process and our democratic structure, our
society tends to depend more on the legal procedure, the hearing, the regulation, and the
lawsuit, than It depends on the science, the technology, or the actual physical process of
working through a problem. (Witness over 30 lawsuits now pending against DOE concern-
ing the Nuclear Waste Program.)

Is there anything that we, as Congress, or that the Department, could bring
to the nuclear waste disposal process, that would shift the focus away from the litigious,
confrontational bind we now find ourselves In, and toward a more productive and
constructive avenue?

In December 1986, Governor Gardner recommended to USDOE that it take the lead in
establishing a forum and a process which could be utilized to develop a consensus answer
to the question where do we go from here?. USDOE turned down his recommended
course of action and stated that Congress is the appropriate national forum to resolve the
controversial issues surrounding the repository site selection process. If USDOE is unwill-
ing or unable to take the lead in attempting to develop an acceptable solution to this most
serious problem, then the responsibility must shift back to Congress.

We recommend that Congress consider the following approach:

o Establish a forum of representatives from all key interests to develop a consen-
sus recommendation to Congress in answer to the question where do we go from
here?.

o Halt site specific activities until Congress has the opportunity to act on the
recommendations. The stop work procedures utilized at Hanford and Yucca
Mountain provide a reasonable approach to ensure that 'perishable' data would
continue to be collected.

The knowledge and experience gained by the forum participants in the four years since
the Nuclear Policy Act was passed would be used to make recommendations on the
following:

1. What is the most effective solution to the utilities' short-term spent fuel storage
problem?

2. Is there a need for two repositories and, if so, what is the appropriate timing as
to the second repository? --

3. What are the necessary elements of a repository site selection process that will
provide confidence that the search will be for the best site and that selection
decisions will be based on credible scientific evidence?

All major issues must be resolved as a part of a total package which would provide a
credible overall solution to this nation's high-level nuclear waste disposal problem.
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2. It Is my understanding that the C&C (consultation and cooperation) negotia-
tions are now totally deadlocked. Could you provide the Committee with evidence that
you have made good-faith efforts to sit down with the Department to hammer out a C&C
agreement? How would you characterize these efforts to date? What would It take to
bring you back to the table at this point?

Enclosed is the state of Washington report to Congress concerning consultation and coop-
eration negotiations with USDOE (Attachment #1). This report documents an eighteen
month good-faith effort to hammer out a C&C agreement. The efforts to-date were not
fruitful because the process was not effective. For example, eighteen months of intense
C&C negotiations on defense waste and water rights produced no discernible progress.
Later, when Governor Gardner sent letters on the two subjects, positive results were
obtained.

USDOE must show that C&C negotiations can be effective, and program credibility must
be restored before we can go back to the negotiation table.

3. The site characterization process Is estimated to cost upwards of SI billion
In each of the three states under consideration for the first repository. Has your state
considered the economic benefits that such an undertaking might provide?

Furthermore, If what you claim about the technical flaws of your sites Is
Indeed true, then wouldn't the best proof of that claim be the real, scientific findings that j
would result from such an undertaking? So you would win on two fronts: (1) substantial
monetary and employment benefits to the state, and (2) scientific substantiation that your
sites are unsuitable for nuclear, waste disposal.

The state of Washington approach to site characterization considerations is to ask if, from
the citizen, taxpayer, ratepayer, and utility viewpoint, it would be. a prudent long-term
investment to spend upwards of SI billion on the most expensive, least safe site under
consideration. The undertaking would provide short-term economic benefits, but benefits
are overstated. For example, only a small percentage of the billion dollars will actually
be spent in the state.

USDOE has started site characterization with a management structure which emphasizes
competition between three distinct projects in order to fast track the process so one of the
competitors can be the first to produce a satisfactory site. USDOE has proposed a pro-
gram change (Attachment #2), but this proposed structure will not be in place for two or
more years. Based on USDOE actions to date, affected parties have no confidence that
USDOE can or will use credible scientific substantiation to determine if sites are suitable
or unsuitable. Investing a billion dollars at any of the sites is not a prudent investment if
there is not certainty that characterization will be Carried out in a credible scientific
manner.
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4. Besides the influx of jobs and money directly associated with site charac-
terization, what other socioeconomic benefits would you consider a essential to your state's
full cooperation In the site selection process?

A critical element in Governor Gardner's state of Washington economic development pro-
gram is the need to provide for economic diversification in the vicinity of the Hanford
Reservation. USDOE should provide early and substantial economic diversification for
this economically depressed area. However, it must be recognized that linking economic
diversification with characterization causes a catch-22 situation. Site characterization,
even under the best conditions, causes a perceived risk or 'stigma' effect which strongly
inhibits private sector investments, which inhibits economic diversification. On the other
hand, not characterizing exacerbates economic problems in an already economically
depressed area.

5. In your opinion, would earlier, greater Involvement by NRC and EPA help
restore your confidence in DOE's program?

Although NRC, USGS, and to some degree EPA have attempted early involvement in the
USDOE program, their involvement has not had the hoped for beneficial effects. We gen-
erally observe frank and open dialogue between staff level scientists who are trying to
build confidence in the program. At the management level of these federal agencies we
observe a reticence to openly discuss problems and they tend to defer to the sister agency
with the final accountability for developing a repository. The problems continue to fester
at the staff level and arc not resolved unless a crisis develops.

A case in point are four natural conditions at Hanford which could lead to disqualifica-
tion. Participating federal agencies had identified each of the problems during the
review of USDOE's November 1982 Site Characterization Report. Confidence continues to
decline because the problems are not yet resolved. Greater involvement with NRC and
EPA would help if they would have a meaningful, credible role in the problem resolution
process.

6. How would you characterize your relationship with DOE to date? What
could be done to improve your ability to work with, communicate with, and provide advice
to DOE?

It is difficult to briefly characterize our relationship with USDOE to date. Generally, we
have an open, frank and honest relationship with BWIP project personnel. This is quali-
fied because the project, headquarters and Richland Operations personnel sometimes use
each other as a foil to justify decisions and/or the lack of decisions. It sometimes seems
as if there are three USDOE's involved with the BWIP project. At times, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to determine who made a decision. It is clear that USDOE headquarters
insists that project offices force-fit schedules and budgets to fit political ends rather than
to fit the technical and scientific conditions.
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Our ability to work with USDOE would be greatly enhanced if its proposal for a systems
engineering and development (SE&D) contractor were implemented. This would, for the
most part, reduce competition among sites and would provide some consistency between
projects. The affected parties should be allowed to provide early advice to USDOE on
this proposal to ensure our ability to work with and to communicate with USDOE is
improved.

7. Have any of you taken the time to study the process by which the state of
New Mexico negotiated and Implemented their version of a 'C&C agreement' with DOE
for the waste disposal activities taking place at the Waste Isolation Pilot Project near
Carlsbad, New Mexico? Have any of you visited the WIPP facility, or talked with the
state government and environmental representatives In New Mexico to learn from their
experience?

State of New Mexico personnel have testified before the Nuclear Waste Board concerning
their negotiations on a C&C agreement. Their negotiations were carried out during nego-
tiations to settle a lawsuit. In addition, the negotiations were carried out after USDOE
had selected a site for the facility. Nuclear Waste Board members and staff have visited
the WIPP site and talked with New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group personnel to
learn from their experiences.

S -

8. Most of you have read GAO's draft report on 'Institutional Relations". This
report was done at the request of this Committee, and should be available In final form by 3
the end of this week.

a) What Is your opinion about the conclusions and recommendations In this
report?

The GAO made a good-faith effort, but the report understated the institutional problems
and the recommendations did not go far enough. Fundamental problems were not
addressed and the recommendations, therefore, only addressed symptoms, not the root
causes of the problems. Evidently, GAO's perception was that the scope of the review was
limited to institutional relations in the context of current USDOE organization. Clearly a
broader scope was needed.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

OLYMPiA.1) W6dP I

ODTH GARDNER

V.

January 27, 1917

ben C. Rusehe. Director
Officc of Civilian Radioictive
Waste MBasemenat
U;S. DeparzmeDt or acry
1000 Ia6cpcdesce Avenue
Waskhhlon, ID.C 20515

Dear Mr. RtsE: .

Enclosed h the tatc of Washluiton repor to Otbzrw aocersnia cOsuta-
tion and Cooperatdon Aegotistions wif the US. DepatMet of Energy. I
undersand you will $ooD be tranxmluin thiport t Carew lioni with

oul reporL

kse xtact Curt Ewbehs or Tenry 8 mm t Myo ae .zy tZo
about this vcporL

Sincere!.c

Grdner

Governor

Enclosure
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Report tQ Co.g'tsI
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U.S. DcJrarfmt of [sergy

Tbe state of Wasinion ePort to COMSYrs Cot~ratln DDISVUaSt and copration
,Ncgotiations with Ot US. Department or EcSy (USD01) mreiew pust itjs
tic current sitcation. and summarize the reason wiy ageements hav Dot been

concluded.

ItA ATSS From utly 1983 until Dcecbe 194 tSC Kite of uWaskngtor sad
USD0r =ade a good faith effort to sesotate. b spite or May 1"n. vegottatintg seusons,
tie parties were usable £o resolve many serious Isses sadh u fedraal Liability. dercuase
wste. water righMs. foreign waste, transportatio, woa sviea9=. emeugency rnonse

panning and other issues. The state becae cmavbiced dat Ste CC Procks was o
effeive we tro Section 117(b) Govemr'w k s ts Positive fauts In k WMs

of defen Waste aad water rihts, een hough de svcctsb ha bke subjecfu of IAM=t

aeotiations rir clhteen oa.ths.

From December 1914 amtfl May 1916. the state of WAShIbtax sd USD01 were heavily
Involved Int he Environmental Assessment pro= anwrz Girdner asked that USD0.

) do a C &bNt M tivt lyss lrath bou fui v U d Idendent 1ifpern

The May 23 deesion b Inelude anford as VWe at em s ineW3ctcd r

CLara terinticO cmen tJoug t naked lwest o agm sim ou rwsldertion, and the
LMep decoa to Indefaaitely pwpone the acb ffr a =0116 repaIdtoz7d lhtigaon
*d the overwhelmlg ratification of Rerndm a whihLd d ts e officials to
Continue challenges to the federal Site hclction proC

CUR REN" S3hATlON: The ite aelC pw t date was a Dave piticallybased
program that has destroyed USDOE credibility. ats artiM andoti g gtD

havc acated a sitation where CC uie atic &I tbb de, we MSo a Itkmbl MSo=

anclded bause post otitions WM wrdfectiw Md kenu the thy 31:1

&detious bi we deroe USDOLN tniit. CAC soatim evot be asfal
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STATE OF t'ASHINGTON

Consultatlon and Cooperation (C&C) Chronology

hJj1<9j1): Ntgoziatiovs began because construction or the exploratory shaft appeared

ImmInent. From July 1913 to July 1954 there were twelve seotdatIag sesions with

USDOE and twenty-one state negotiating team menSL

D2teember 193}: An early draft document was prepared asd rorwarded to the NclIcar
Waste Board and tbe Legislature for review and comment The Legiitaure passed

Concurrent Resolution 142 which directed the selotlatins team to place more emphasis on
Issues relating to foreign waste. work suspension, "aidvwe liHer federal liability, com-
mingling defense wastes. emergency response plannin. The Legislature passed a bill

which provides Wecific procedures for ncegtiting, revicwing, approving and modifying

agreements.

h 1a J: Asother prlid nary dnra document usz forwarded to the Nuckar Waste
board. The Board considered using the document for public learinp, but many unre-

solved Issues and the ecember 19V4 nlease of daft Znvironmental Assesments put an

Indefinite hold On further review.

VArh I15: Governor Gardner wrote Section 117 30jy letters to Secretary Brrington 17)
conecering defense waste nd stae water ight jws and permit requirements for site

Cdhamcterintion actiitie Although the C4C kai had been unble to resolve tAse

hises after nearly two yjars of egotiations, the Secretary's "$pone to Governor
Gardner documented significant changes to earlier U5DQE negotiating positions

tahyl9i: USDOE announced its decision to include Hanord as one or three sites

selected for characterization even though USDIXE acientists and their consultants had

nftked Hanrord lowest of All sites considered for pre-closure factom, for post-closure

factors, and composite overall ranking.

halzi926 Dt ffvo itafeldtt, a sationa l rpected decision a yst wh had

a coultant so the NastiMl Academy of EdeaCus m ) Dosed an Radiactive aste

llupgement, prsed trions conten about te value ,Wdgents ued by USD01 to

Make Its d 3Sions.
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Ayrunt t9Ef: Let Olson, Richland Operations Otrrfc. wrote to Terry Husseman, Program
DMiccior, asked for a joint C&C mnceing wilh other states amd the tribes. Mr. lusseman's
response questioned the need Fort Joint gnmetis and sunested USDOE dcisioi MaLking bc
the first issue to bc discussed.

DciICtL1U2': Cotgressional subconltttcas reported condasive evi5deCe Which Sead to
the conclusion that USDOE distorted and dsrcgrW lt 0VM Wcefifk analysis It cider
to support selection or Hanford.

tlkuvmbelr121 Ralph L Kleeney, a ationally epOed deimson aulu who Md been a
VSDOE consultant durigs IA Degotlations, issuetd A veP which conflaved flhat Hatrord
is the teast desirable sitc because of Its Coornoisly grater costs and Its 2eater b"ith
effects arc mot Compensted for Its rcatively dsbjt advatc In eavironestal and
ocioeconomic impacts.

hais.L1r2 i: Washinstob State dtizcss, h warccdcftcd ouaheM apport Rdirc-
dam 40, which dirc statc offtlsls to contiaw denSO to SC site SeTOc60n PrOCS&

IkEcober M F= North c a conzultant to tc Nadear Wate Doardr-bduded tht
the Recocmeadation Report falls to document In ammptons of I cousos. and Is A
travesty of acarly everythinj that decisionzuiding nethods smads for. -

b mber :I: DOE, V In ktter to Govceror Garde, ravired tk offer to 3C3oitftL
Go-=' or Gardner and BCn Ruche zet to Deeoa 1 to diess CtC meotiatiouL In a
Dccember 30 responsc to the pfficc. Goversor Gsrdac hdiifed tCt pVa setiMs ad
entiains litisaioD have creted a situation *hert C&COgotStics. st this trie, asot a reasonable option. le pointed Oct tht awuiss maot Dbe _ daccessfsl util pro-
gram credibility Is rcstored, sad that USDOE asct uke tbhe d Io rl& the pMr=
hack on tracL He enclosed hIs propoPl icr a e A lktioa pcts wich could
restore credibility to the prosraml He asked S~c±Ty SmIngton to review and seriously
consider the proposal
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ATTACHMENT 12

FACT SHEET

Management Changes in the Geoltmic ReRository Pro-ram

BACXGROM:

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) caused a fundamental change
in the character of the Geologic Repository Program. Prior to the
NWPA, the Geologic Repository Program had many of the character-
istics of a competition among three distinct projects, where each
was managed by a different project office located under a differ-
ent DOE operations office. The program's strategy was that the
repository would be built by the project office that first
produced a satisfactory site.

In this environment, Headquarters responsibility was to provide
policy.guidance, establish generic technical requirements, and

* manage the program's overall costs and schedule. Each project
office retained the responsibility to execute all aspects of its

.- assigned project, leading to site selection and licensing. These
project responsibilities included: site characterization
testing, environmental data collection, waste package and
repository design, development of models to test these designs,
preparation of the NRC license application, and many other )

related functions.

Enactment of the NWPA changed the character of the program from a
competition to a unified,. comparative evaluation of candidate
sites. At the end of site characterization, a detailed compara-
tive evaluation must be documented and presented for Presidential
decision. Following the President's decision, a license applica-
tion must be submitted to the NRC. Necessarily, these documents
must be of high quality, at an appropriate level of detail to
support such important decisions, and fully objective in all
comparisons.

Requirements to get the program moving and meet a very tight set
of schedules required a phased approach to be taken initially.
Existing management structures were retained to keep project
momentum while the new Office of Civilian Radioactive waste
Management (OCRWM) met the initial NWPA requirements for a
detailed mission plan, environmental assessments for initial Bite
selection, and ambitious outreach requirements at all stages of
activity.

Now that the initial requirements have been met, the complexity
of the program, as well as its continued integrity, require a
management enhancement in order to insure consistency among all
of the critical elements and across all sites. This streamlining
of management is in the spirit of recommendations of the ANM))
report, as well as industry and GAO recommendations.
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The objectives of these management enhancements include the
following:

- Consistency in critical test and evaluation work that will
lead to both site selection and licensing.

Improved specification of HQ requirements to project teams,
leading to clearer understanding and improved responses.

- Improved efficiency in total program management:

a Reduce/remove duplication of work done for
candidate sites. It is not cost effective
projects use different sets of contractors
aspects of the waste package or repository
be essentially the same at all sites.

each of the
to have three
to design
that would

B
S

_)

Single set of criteria and standards for site charac-
terization and evaluation of test results; consistent
application of criteria and standards across projects.

Centralized management of key program and project prior-
ities at Headquarters; project office focus on con-
struction of facilities, data collection and prelim-
inary analysis, and institutional interactions.

PROPOSED STRUCTURE

Several approaches to strengthen program management and execution
were considered. Since the greatest part of the program involves
research, development, testing and evaluation elements, a deci-
sion was made to acquire a systems engineering and development
(SE&D) contractor. This Contractor would be able to perform both
the R&D aspects of the program and provide the necessary techni-
cal integration across the three sites. This will be done in
concert with the Field Project Offices who will conduct the Site
Characterization Program.

Major functions under this revised structure would be:

- Headquarters responsibilities:

Management of the overall programe, to include devel-
oping policy guidance, establishing generic technical
requirements, managing overall costs and schedule, and
conduct of program-wide institutional interactions.

Responsible for centralized management of all efforts
leading to an NRC license.

Responsible for the technical management of the SED
contractor.
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- Project Office responsibilities:

* Construction, operation and maintenance of the explora-
tory shaft facilities.

* Conduct of Bite Characterization activities, including
collection of data and preliminary analysis of results.

Participate in preparation of environmental reports and
other information and data for the EIS and the NRC
license application.

Conduct of State, Indian Tribal and local institutional
relations and outreach activities.

- SE&D Contractor responsibilities:

Update and management of the Site Characterization
Plan.

e
. Analysis and integration ok site characterization data

and specification of additional requirements.

. Development and documentation of design and perfor-
mance assessment models. .

Management of licensing data bases and development of
data and analysis specifications to fulfill licensing
requirements.

Conduct of waste package and repository design activi-
ties, including direction of architect-engineers.

Preparation of environmental reports and other informa-
tion and data for the EIS and the NRC license application.

TRANSITION

Current estimates are that once an SEW contractor has been
selected, which will take about 12 months, the transition period
to full effectiveness would require about 24 months. The revised
program schedule, as described in the draft Mission Plan Amend-
ment, will allow a smooth transition for all parties involved.

- The majority of key contracts at the project sites are
designed with a three to four-year base period and several
option years. The focus has been on site characterization
and the design and construction of the exploratory shafts.
Most of this ongoing work will not be affected by the SEW
contractor.

- For those efforts that will be affected, the SE&D contrac-
tor will be phased-in, with little impact on the base
period of the majority of existing contracts.
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- There are likely to be some transfers of functions between
the current contractors and the SE&D contractor. In these
circumstances, it is not uncommon for knowledgeable
employees to be offered the opportunity to move with their
projects when there is a change in ianagezent but no
change in the substance of the work.

- Little or no impact is expected on local or project office
staffing.

- Beyond the current base contract periods, come potential
increases in scope and staffing may be replaced by the
SE&D contractor's functions. Efficiencies and savings
result largely from avoiding duplications in design
efforts that would require increases in staffing in the
later years of the program.

STATES AND INDIAN TRIBES

States, Indian Tribes and other affected parties will be consul-
£ ted prior to the establishment of their role vis-a-vis this new

management structure. Suggestions and comments will be solici-
ted from these parties in establishing this role.

i).
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CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES AND SUBCOMMITTEES

INVOLVED IN NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUES

A Listing of Chairpersons, Ranking Majority and Minority Members,
and Members from States of Washington, Oregon and Idaho

US. HOUSE

April 1987

Committees are listed below in alphabetical order. Subcommittees are listed alphabetically
under each committee. Democrats (D) are the majority party; Republicans (R) are the
minority party. Asterisks (*) indicate that chairmen and/or ranking minority members
are also ex officio members of all subcommittees of which they are not regular members.

.

APPROPRIATIONS
H218 Capitol Building (202) 225-2771

Jamie L. Whitten, P-Miss., Chairman

Edward P. Boland, D-Mass.
Norman D. Dicks, D-Wash.
Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass.*

Les AuCoin, D-Ore.)
Subcommittee on Enerry and Water Development

Tom Bevill, D-Ala, Chairman
Lindy (Mrs. Hale) Boggs, D-La.
John T. Myers, R-Ind.

Subcommittee on Interior and Related Agencies

Sidney R. Yates, D-III, Chairman
John P. Murtha, D-Pa.
Norman D. Dicks, D-Wash.
Les AuCoin, D-Ore.
Ralph Rcgula, R-Ohio

2362 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-3421

B308 Rnjburn House Office BuIlding
Washington, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-3081
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ENERGY AND COMMERCE
2125 Rayburn House Office Building (202) 225-2927
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The Honorable Brock Adams C[ I V.1 lVP
United States Senator t 'l
513 Hart Senate Office 2iding -b

Washington, D. C. 20510

SUBJECT: Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Dear Senator Adams:

There is now sutani evidence that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act is not worlckri
as planned. The nation is strniglirg to find a politically acoeptable course for
the long-term disposal of high-level nuclear waste. The tio has cue to revise
the Act. We believe it might be fruitful to focus on a shorter term solution which
keeps Our long term opticns Coen. This solution cold be a- national regional
system of Monitored Retrievable Storage. If done correctly, there ould be
substantial benefits to the state of Washington with such a system.

A study of a potential regional !bnitorad Retrievable Storage system would be
worthwhile for Washirngon for these reasons:

1. Despite the best congressional intentions, defense waste cleanup is
proceedin too slowly. Siting of an FMR facility at Hanford would provide
leverage for cleanup of the defense wastes located on the Reservation.

2 . The proposed cutback in nuclear production at Hanford, including USDOE 's
projection for the N Reactor going off line in 1995, could lead to a loss of
interest by USDOE in cleaning up the Reservation. Not cnly would an MRS
help assure cleanup, it would also provide jobs for workers who might lose
their production jcbs. We estimate operating an M could provide as many
as 1,200 jtbs per year.

3. The nation is at a political innasse in the siting of a repository. Recent
proposals include forcing a repository on a state which is bitterly opposed
to it. This is not the basis for good policy making. If Washington were to
participate in an interim solution for handling high-level waste through an

MS, this might help ease the way for a cooperative approach by other states
to address this severe national prEblem.

4. In fact, the country just does not seen ready for the siting of a permanent
repository. we might be far better off taking a modified approach, along
the lines we see in Europe. The European model of interim storage of high
level wastes se to have avoided the public outrage hiich haunts oar
national search for a permanent repository.
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5. An FM at Hanford wold accept wastes generated in the Northwest region,
incluling HIP-2, Tojan, and the Idaho National Egineering Laboratory, as
well as the defense wastes on the Hanford Reservation. The additional
transportation risks to Washington associated with such a project would be
small. A national regional system would reduce transportation risks for the
foreseeable future, uhen cmtared to the curreat USDOE scenario of a single
eastern MS and a permanent Western repository.

6. Regional storage of high-level waste has the simple, but compelling, notion
of equity. Those parts of the country which benefit frixn nuclear paower, and
also generate wastes, should also own the responsibility for the safe
storage of those wastes. Pitting the Eastern United States against the
West, which seems to be our national policy, is not a responsible approach.
Wastes should be handled by t0ose who generate them.

We recognize, of course, that there are sutanti risks involved in a regional
MR system, and in particular, siting a cbined defense, ad. cimrcial MRS at
Hanford. Nevertheless, we believe that the idea warrants a hard look. We were
pleased to note that Qrxressrnan Mbrriscn recently persuaded a House S9uzimmittee
on Energy Research and Develcxmt to add $5 xillion to an authorization bill for
the study of a regional MRS.

We urge you to support this approach.

Thank you for your attention to our request. We look forward to learning your
thinking on this matter.

Sincerely,

9 ?'-?
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am Kathleen

Mix, an Assistant Attorney General for the State of Washington. I

am pleased to appear today on behalf of Ken Eikenberry, Attorney

General of the State of Washington.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and to

discuss obstacles the State of Washington has faced in the

enforcement of environmental laws against federal agencies. I will

specifically address the barriers the United States Department of

Energy (D.O.E.) and the Department of Justice (D.O.J.) have

placed in our path in our efforts to enforce hazardous waste laws

on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in Eastern Washington.

OVE'RVI_'W

The Department of Energy's Hanford site occupies some 570

square miles of semi-arid lands, adjacent to the Columbia River,

within the eastern segment of Washington State. It is one of

D.O.E.'s key facilities and consists of numerous industrial sites

whose primary activities are the assembly and irradiation of

nuclear fuels, followed by chemical separation and isotope

purification processes. The objective of these processes is the

acquisition of special nuclear fuels for defense programs.
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Site-managed activities are highly dependent upon utilization

of chemicals and generate a wide range of wastes exhibiting

radioactive, chemical, or both radioactive and chemical hazards,

i.e. mixed waste. These wastes have long been disposed on-site by

either landfill (solid and containerized waste), underground

storage tanks (concentrated liquid waste) or direct discharge to

ground (nonradioactive excess chemical solutions and liquids).

Over the past two-tc-three years Washington has directed its

efforts to require D.O.E. to come into compliance with state

hazardous waste regulations in areas such as groundwater monitoring

and proper handling and storage of hazardous wastes. The State has

faced many obstacles and much resistance in these efforts.

Washington's ongoing environmental concerns now focus on those

concentrated chemical mixed wastes which are presently stored

within some 170 buried tanks, landfilled, or which reside in

contaminted area soils. Tank wastes alone amount to some

65,000,000 gallons and represent one of the largest single

accumulations of extremely hazardous mixed waste in the free world.

~G.; JI.TING WITH U.S.D.O.E.

In February 1936, the State of Washington worked effectively
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with Region 10 of the United States Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) to issue a joint administrative order to D.O.E., noting many

deficiencies at Hanford and directing compliance with hazardous

waste regulations at Hanford. At that time ground-water monitoring

systems to detect the release or migration of hazardous substances

at the site were virtually nonexistent. Other significant

violations existed, despite earlier orders and efforts by the State

to effect comDliance. At the same time the State issued an order

with a $49,000 civil penalty against D.O.E. for these violations.

D.O.E. responded to this order by indicating a desire to fully

comply with these laws and to reach agreement with EPA and the

State. However, D.O.E. asserted that it had not been subject to

RCRA until 1984, when a Tennessee federal court ruled that

application of RCRA to D.O.E. operations was not inconsistent with

the Atomic Energy Act.1 D.O.E. asserted it has vigorously moved

toward RCRA compliance since that time.2

The State and EPA undertook to negotiate an Agreed Order with

D.O.E., as we would with any party expressing a commitment to

1 L.E.A.F. v. Hodel, 586 F. Supp. 1163 (E.D. Tenn. 1984).

2 D.O.E. had, however, hedged its bets. It had filed for
interim status for a number of its facilities in 19380, long
before the L.E.A.F. v. Hodel decision.
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comply with the law and cooperate with regulatory agencies. As our

efforts to reach agreement progressed, however, it became evident

that D.O.E., with the support of D.O.J., had a limited interest in

obeying these laws and an overriding and driving commitment to

ensure that it, not the State regulatory agency, not EPA and

certainly not a court, was in the driver's seat as to when and how

environmental laws would be administered, at Hanford. It took no

clarity of vision to see that D.O.E. excelled at lip service, but

failed in the delivery of environmental compliance.

I wish to address a number of policies and positions which

have been advanced by D.O.E. and D.O.J. during the course of our

negotiation which appeared to have as their sole objective the

erosion or limitation of regulatory agency enforcement. capabilities

against federal agencies. It was these positions which have left

the State of Washington in a posture of "Wle will litigate--not

negotiate" with D.O.E. It is also these policies which have

emasculated EPA and have left the States alone in their efforts to

seek environmental compliance at federal facilities.

1. SD.A's Enforcement Authority.

After months of negotiation and near resolution of all
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technical issues related to hazardous waste management problems at

Hanford, D.O.E. did an astonishing thing. On the verge of

settlement, D.O.E. took the position that they would sign no order

which referenced Section 3008 of RCRA. This section, which gives

EPA the authority to issue compliance orders to "any person", also

gives E?A the authority to enforce such orders. D.O.E. took the

stance that EPA, as another federal agency, could not enforce

against D.O.E. and therefore reference to the basic jurisdictional

statute in an Agreed Crder was inaoorooriate. D.O.E. refused to

sign any Order which would appear to g ive EPA such power. Given

such position by D.O.E., who had orchestrated the support of

D.O.J., EPA was rendered powerless and withdrew from further

discussion. This issue is significant for several reasons.

First, negotiations among the Darties were virtually concluded

when this issue was raised--a basic jurisdictional question which

should have been raised at the outset of negotiations. Local

counsel to D.O.E. appeared embarrassed to be raising this

eleventh-hour change of position, which was a slap in the face to

EPA Clearly, D.O.E. was scrambling, with the assistance of

D.O.J.. to limit its commitments and the enforceability of the

a-reement. It is my understanding that the issue of EPA's power

remains unresolved among EPA, D.O.J. and D.O.E. This position,
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supported by D.O.J., has neutered the power of EPA in our Region

and presumably others, as far as federal facility compliance.

The State believes that EPA should be a powerful ally in

resolving hazardous waste problems at both private and federal

facilities. EPA has been removed from that role in the federal

sphere, however, and from assisting to ensure environmental

compliance at facilities with the most significant hazardous waste

problems in the world.

2. State Jurisdiction

The flip side to D.O.E. and D.O.J. stripping EPA of its

authority was and continues to be D.O.E.'s reluctance to admit that

the State has any jurisdiction whatsoever over hazardous waste

activities at the Hanford site. D.O.E. attempted to negotiate

language in the consent agreement to the effect that it acceded to

state jurisdiction only as a matter of comity, not as a legal

requirement. We refused. Both the issue of EPA's power to issue

and enforce orders and the State's authority to regulate hazardous

waste now loom large as the State of Washington prepares to assert

jurisdiction over the large volumes of mixed wastes at Hanford.
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3. D.O.J. Policy on Consent Decrees and Settlement Acreements

(The Meese Memo): Section 6001 of RCRA states that no exemption

from compliance with hazardous waste laws shall be granted due to a

lack of appropriation. The statute also states that federal

agencies are subject to the requirements of RCRA in the same manner

and to the same extent as any person. In disregard of these

orovisions, D.O.J. has placed reliance on a document called the

"Meese memo" as well as the anti-deficiency statute, to shield the

government from RCRA mandates. The Attorney General's policy

orecludes settlements of cases on any terms which would require a

federal agency to spend money to come into compliance with

environmental laws prior to Congressional appropriation. Relying

upon that policy D.O.E. refused to even commit to seeking funding

from Congress for hazardous waste management at Hanford.

D.O.E. insists that commitments in any agreed order must be

"subject to the availability of funds"; to do so creates an

illusory agreement and flys in the face of § 6001.

4. The Anti-deficiency statute (33 U.S.C. § 1323): Should

the Meese memo not give D.O.E. adequate excuse for the lack of a

binding commitment, D.O.E. bolsters their position by reference to

this statute. The statute prohibits an officer or employee of the

Government from making an obligation which exceeds an appropriation
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or from contracting for payment of money prior to appropriation.

D.O.E. misuses this statute to insist upon a "subject to funding"

argument asserting that without it they would be putting themselves

at risk under this statute. The legal analysis employed by

D.O.J. and asserted by D.O.E. under these mechanisms is

questionable at best, and in our view legally erroneous given the

clear and mandatory responsibilities of RCRAI.

5. Penalties: D.O.E. continues to assert immunity from all

forms of civil penalties. Indeed, D.O.E. has informed 'Washington

State that it will file suit against the State of Washington over

the yet unresolved $49,000 penalty imposed for hazardous waste

violations. Unfortunately, courts have lent some support to

D.O.E.'s arguments on this issue.3  Congress should make its

intention on the waiver of sovereign immunity indisputable, to

ensure D.O.E. cannot circumvent your wishes in this fashion.

Issuance of civil penalties is one of the most powerful tools

enforcement agencies have to compel compliance and is a needed tool

for recaltritrant entities such as we encounter, including federal

agencies. D.O.E.'s resistance to any form of penalty, however,

goes beyond the immunity question acknowledged by courts. ashen

3 See, .*:eyer v. U.S. Coast Guard, 24 ERC 2013 (E.D.N.C. 1986):
MIcCellan Ecological Seepage v. Weinberger, 23 ERC 1480
(E.D. Cal. 1986).
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dealing with the private sector or other governmental agencies,

such as cities, the State insists upon stipulated penalty clauses.

D.O.E. steadfastly refuses to agree to such a clause, again

claiming sovereign immunity as a shield. D.O.E. states it has no

discretion to negotiate such clauses. I know of no authority for

such a position, and again, it merely points out their unrelenting

desire to self-police and render enforcement acencies powerless.

5. Mixed Wastes: Mr. Chairman, in light of nhat I have said,

it is important for this Committee and Congress to take notice of

the magnitude of the mixed waste problem existing at

D.O.E. facilities such as Hanford. Hanford has approximately 170

tanks with capacities of up to one million gallons containing

extremely hazardous mixed wastes. Millions of gallons of

additional waste goes directly to ground discharges or to landfills

from the various processing functions at Hanford, such as the

Plutonium Uranium Extraction Plant (PUREX). The State of

W.:ashington wishes to ensure that D.O.E. does not succeed in its

efforts to have these extremely hazardous wastes designated as

outside the scope of RCRA and State dangerous waste regulations.

Should D.O.E. succeed in that effort, there will be self-policing

of extremely hazardous waste by an agency which has proven itself

unfit in the management and disposal of those wastes. To ensure
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this does not happen, Congress must remove roadblocks to effective

enforcement by State regulatory agencies and EPA. Clear

definitions of wastes Congress intends to have regulated at federal

facilities is necessary. lie are concerned that EPA, which should

be our ally, may prove ineffective or compromise our efforts by

agreeing to limit the scope of wastes which come within RCRA

definitions. We are also concerned that D.O.J., in concert with

powerful federal agencies such as D.O.-., may dictate the fashion

of environmental comoliance, contrary to a statutary scheme which

envisions ?PA as the nation's leader in environmental enforcement.

Summary

Are these positions advanced by D.O.E., with the full support

of D.O.J., simply the federal government driving a hard bargain at

the negotiating table, as would some private parties? I submit it

is nothing of the kind. It is an ill-conceived, poorly

orchestrated attempt to find every limitation and loophole possible

in the requirements of state and federal hazardous waste laws.

Private industry certainly was not afforded the luxury of stating

it had no obligation to comply with RCRA for its first decade. Yet

that was the position of D.O.E. until a Tennessee court finally

told them to comply. Nor can private industry attempt to hide
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behind the skirts of extraneous statutes, such as the

anti-deficiency statute, secondary to the requirements of state and

federal law. To the contrary, it is our experience that both

private industry and local governmental agencies tend to be far

more responsive to the demands of these laws than the federal

government.

Given this history of resistance it is inconceivable that

federal D.O.E. facilities will, of their own accord, comply with

environmental laws to the same extent as any other person. EPA and

the States must have all tools necessary to protect the public and

environment. To assist us in our efforts the State of Washignton

urges you to enact indisputable, comprehensive and consistent

waivers of sovereign immunity in each of the environmental

statutes. We request you use your powers to ensure equitable

administration of the laws by the federal agencies involved and

bring an end to the internal dispute which will stifle our ability

to carry out the laws you have enacted.

Thank you.



AS 6 S ii SCKEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY AMENDMENTS OF 1986 (H.R. 5423)

AND THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY AMENDMENTS OF 1987

The 1987 Swift-Morrison bill is based on H.R. 5423,

introduced by Representatives Swift and Morrison in the 99th

Congress. However, there are key differences, which reflect

suggestions made by other members of Congress, representatives of

states, and members of the public.

1. Federal Radioactive Waste Aaencv. The 1987 Swift-

Morrison bill makes it more difficult for the nuclear waste

program to be used for political purposes by establishing an

independent agency to implement the program. The director of the

agency is appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate;

however, unlike executive branch officials who serve at the

pleasure of the President, the director serves for a specified

term of 6 years and may only be removed by the President for

inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office. In the

1986 legislation, the nuclear waste program would have been

implemented by a tripartite board of officials (the Secretary of

Energy, Secretary of the Interior, and Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency) who serve at the pleasure of the

President.

2. Nationwide Inventory of Sites. The 1987 Swift-Morrison

bill requires the new agency to select possible repository sites



for characterization based on a nationwide inventory of all

potential host rocks, including crystalline rock, as well as

sites that may be suitable for characterization. The bill

clarifies that the new agency is not required to select any site
, .

just because it had been previously selected by the Department of

Energy. The 1986 legislation would have permitted this selection

to have been based on an inventory limited to those sites,

including crystalline rock sites, that the Department of Energy

had already identified.

3. Timetable. The 1987 Swift-Morrison bill eliminates the

arbitrary deadline requirements that apply under the current law,

and which have been used by the Department of Energy to justify

limiting the involvement of States, tribes and the public in key ii)
A decisions. Instead, the 1987 Swift-Morrison bill establishes

target deadlines, which are merely timetable goals for the new

', agency to follow. There were no similar provisions in the 1986

legislation.

l4. New Siting Guidelines. The 1987 Swift-Morrison bill

repeals the siting guidelines issued by the Department of Energy

in 1984 and requires that the new agency issue a new set of

revised siting guidelines. The 1986 legislation left the

existing siting guidelines intact, and only required minor

revisions.

5. Grants to Adjacent States. The 1987 Swift-Morrison bill

4..
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requires that the new agency provide financial assistance grants

to states that are adjacent to states which have a candidate

repository site. Such grants would be made so that such states

may undertake studies of the safety and environmental impact of

having a repository located in an adjacent state. The 1986

legislation authorized such grants, but did not require that they

be made.

6. Land Accuisition Moratorium. The 1987 Swift-Morrison

bill suspends all site-specific work, including land acquisition

activities currently occurring in Deaf Smith County, Texas, until

the new agency has nominated a new set of sites based on a

nationwide inventory. The 1986 legislation did not expressly

prohibit land acquisition.

7. Regional Allocation of Disposal Capacity. The 1987

Swift-Morrison bill requires the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

allocate disposal capacity to the first repository among

producers of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.

The allocations are to be made so as to give priority to those

producers nearest to the repository and to minimize the

transportation of such waste and spent fuel.



SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF 9
THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY AMENDMENTS OF 1987

Section 1 entitles the act the "Nuclear Waste Policy

Amendments of 1987".

Section 2 provides that no funds may be expended for land

acquisition or site characterization activities under the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) until after the Federal

Radioactive Waste Agency established by these amendments has

nominated sites for characterization.

Section 3 establishes the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency

and describes its structure and functions. i
First, subsection (a) establishes the Federal Radioactive

Waste Agency as an independent agency within the executive

branch.

Second, subsection (b) establishes the position of Director

of the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency. The Director shall be

appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The

Director shall serve for a term of 6 years, and may be removed

from office by the President only for inefficiency, neglect of

duty, or malfeasance in office. The subsection provides for the

method of filling a vacancy in the office of Director, restricts

the Director's financial relationships with contractors of the

Federal Radioactive Waste Agency, and provides for a rate of pay

1



requires that the new agency provide financial assistance grants

to states that are adjacent to states which have a candidate

repository site. Such grants would be made so that such states

may undertake studies of the safety and environmental impact of

having a repository located in an adjacent state. The 1986

legislation authorized such grants, but did not require that they

be made.

6. Land Acauisition Moratorium. The 1987 Swift-Morrison

bill suspends all site-specific work, including land acquisition

activities currently occurring in Deaf Smith County, Texas, until

the new agency has nominated a new set of sites based on a

nationwide inventory. The 1986 legislation did not expressly

prohibit land acquisition.

7. Regional Allocation of Disposal Capacitv. The 1987

Swift-Morrison bill requires the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

allocate disposal capacity to the first repository among

producers of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.

The allocations are to be made so as to give priority to those

producers nearest to the repository and to minimize the

transportation of such waste and spent fuel.
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that is the same as that established by NWPA for the Director of

the current Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

Third, subsection (c) describes the duties of the Director

of the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency, and authorizes the

Director to delegate those duties to appropriate employees or

officers of the Agency..

Fourth, subsection (d) authorizes the Director to hire

staff, employ consultants, and enter into contracts for the

purpose of carrying out the Director's functions and duties.

Fifth, subsection (e) authorizes other Federal agencies,

upon the request of the Director, to detail, on a reimbursable

basis, personnel for the purpose of assisting the Director to

carry out his functions and duties.

Sixth, subsection (f) authorizes the Administrator of

General Services to provide, on a reimbursable basis,

administrative support services, and authorizes the Director to

use the United States mail in the same manner as other Federal

departments and agencies.

Seventh, subsection (g) requires the Director to annually

prepare and submit a report to Congress describing the activities

and expenditures of the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency.

Eighth, subsection (h) requires the Comptroller General to

annually prepare an audit of the Federal Radioactive Waste

Agency, and to submit a report on the results of the audit to

Congress.
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Section 4 amends section 112(a) of NWPA to require that the

siting guidelines issued pursuant to NWPA be revised.

First, subsection (a) repeals the siting guidelines issued

by the Department of Energy on December 6, 1984.

Second, subsection (b) requires that the Director of the

Federal Radioactive Waste Agency issue new guidelines within 24

months after enactment of these amendments. Such guidelines

shall require the concurrence of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, and shall be developed in consultation with specific

Federal agencies and the Governors of interested states. The

guidelines are required to specify the methodology that will be

used to rank prospective repository sites.

Section E amends section 112(b) and section 112(c) of NWPA

so as to revise the site selection process.

First, subsection (a) requires that the Director of the

Federal Radioactive Waste Agency nominate at least 5 sites that

he considers to be suitable for characterization. The Director's

nominations are required to be based on the methodology specified

in the revised guidelines, and must be the result of a nationwide

survey of all potential host rocks as well as sites that, in the

Director's judgment, may be suitable for characterization.

Although the Director may use information that has already been

developed on various sites, he is prohibited from considering the

volume of information that exists about a particular site.

Furthermore, nothing in these amendments shall be construed as
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requiring the Director to nominate any site which had been

designated by the Department of Energy prior to the enactment of

these amendments. Subsection (a) also requires the Director to

recommend to the President at least 3 sites for actual

characterization as candidate sites. The Director is required to

recommend the sites that achieved the highest rankings under the

methodology specified in the siting guidelines. A target

deadline of 18 months after issuance of the revised guidelines is

provided for each of the actions described above, but the

Director may waive those deadlines if he-determines that it is

not practicable to achieve them.

Second, subsection (b) requires that within 6 months after

issuance of the revised siting guidelines the Director shall

issue draft environmental assessments on all sites that he

determines may be suitable for characterization. Draft

environmental assessments are required for all such suitable

sites, and are not limited to those sites that are subsequently

nominated or characterized. At the time that sites are nominated

by the Director as suitable for characterization, but after

allowing at least 6 months for public comment on the draft

environmental assessments, the Director shall issue final

environmental assessments on all such nominated sites.

Third, subsection (c) clarifies that only the final

environmental assessments, and not the drafts, are considered to

be final agency actions that are subject to judicial review.

Fourth, subsection (d) provides that there shall be an 18-

-. a
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months moratorium on all site characterization activities if the

President approves sites for characterization in an order other

than that in which such sites were ranked according to the

methodology specified in the revised guidelines.

Section 6 amends section 114 of NWPA, which provides for the

approval and construction authorization of repositories.

First, subsection (a) requires the President to submit to

Congress a recommendation for approval of a repository site after

receiving a recommendation from the Director. A target deadline

of 6 months after the President's receipt of the Director's

recommendation is provided, but the President may extend that

deadline if he determines that an extension is necessary and

) transmits to Congress a report setting forth the reasons for the

extension.

Second, subsection (b) eliminates the specific calendar

deadlines for final decisions by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission on issuance of construction authorizations.

Third, subsection (c) clarifies the existing requirement of

NWPA that the preliminary determination of suitability shall be

made at the time that the draft environmental impact statement is

issued.

Section 7 amends section 114 of k.WPA by adding a new

subsection that requires the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

allocate disposal capacity to the first repository among
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producers of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel

in accordance with certain priorities. Allocations are to be

made so as to give priority to those producers nearest to the

repository and to minimize the transportation of such waste and

spent fuel. Certain procedures are specified for the Commission

to make such allocations.

Section .i amends section 116(c)(1)(B) of NWPA by providing

that the Director shall make financial assistance grants to

states that are adjacent to states with a site that has been

approved for characterization.

Section 9 provides for an evaluation of the nation's a
disposal capacity needs.

First, subsection (a) requires the Director of the Federal

Radioactive Waste Agency to appoint a panel of technically

qualified persons who shall study the need for disposal capacity

in excess of 70,000 metric tons, identify all technologically

feasible options for providing such capacity, rank such options

in order of preference, and state their reasons for such ranking.

All activities of the panel shall be subject to the provisions of

the Government in the Sunshine Act.

Second, subsection (b) requires the panel to submit its

findings and recommendations to the Director not later than 12

months after the date of enactment of these amendments.

Third, subsection (c) requires the Director to promptly )
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provide Congress with the panel's findings and recommendations.

Section 10 amends section 301 of NWPA by adding a new

subsection to require that the Director revise the mission plan

as may be necessary in order to carry out these amendments, and

provides specific procedures for the Director to follow.

Section 11 includes various technical and conforming

amendments.

,7
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1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Nuclear Waste Policy

3 Amendments of 1987".

4 SEC. 2. SUSPENSION OF SITE SELECTION.

5 No amount from the Nuclear Waste Fund established under

6 section 302 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.

7 10222), or any other source of funds, may be expended for land

8 acquisition or site characterization activities under section 113

9 of such Act before the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency

10 established under section 3 of this Act, has nominated sites for

11 selection as repositories under section 112 of the Nuclear Waste

12 Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132), as amended by sections 4

13 and 5 of this Act.

14 SEC. 3. ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE AGENCY.

15 (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF FEDERAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE AGENCY.--

16 There is established a Federal Radioactive Waste Agency

17 (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "Agency"). The

18 Agency shall be an independent instrumentality of the United

19 States within the executive branch.

20 (b) ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL RADIOACTIVE

21 WASTE AGENCY.--

22 (1) APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR.--There is established a

23 Director of the Federal Radioactive Waste Agency

24 (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "Director").

25 The Director shall be appointed by the President, by and

26 with the advice and consent of the Senate. Not later than )
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1 90 days after the date of the enactment of this section, the

2 President shall submit a nomination for appointment. Any

3 vacancy in the position of Director shall be filled in the

4 same manner in which the original appointment was made.

5 (2) TERM OF OFFICE.--The Director shall serve for a

6 term of 6 years and may be removed from office by the

7 President only for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or

8 malfeasance in office. Any person appointed to fill a

9 vacancy occurring before the expiration of the term of

10 office for which such person's predecessor was appointed

11 shall be appointed only for the remainder of such term. The

12 Director may serve after the expiration of the Director's

13 term until a successor has taken office.

14 (3) RELATIONSHIP WITH CONTRACTORS.--The Director shall

15 have no significant financial relationship in any firm,

16 company, corporation, or other business entity which has a

17 contract with the Agency, or have such relationship within

18 the two years preceding his appointment.

19 (4) BASIC PAY.--The Director shall be paid at a per

20 diem rate equal to the rate of basic pay payable for level

21 IV of the Executive Schedule under section 5315 of title 5,

22 United States Code.

23 (c) DUTIES OF DIRECTOR.--The Director shall be the chief

24 executive officer of the Agency and shall establish the policies

25 and exercise the functions of the Agency and shall carry out such

26 duties and functions as are required of him or authorized under
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1 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and other laws. The

2 Director may delegate any of the Director's duties or functions

3 to any appropriate employee or officer of the Agency.

4 (d) EMPLOYEES AND OFFICERS OF THE AGENCY.--In accordance

5 with title 5, United States Code, and other applicable laws and

6 regulations, the Director may hire staff, employ consultants, and

7 enter into contracts for the purpose of carrying out the

8 Director's functions and duties. Without regard to section

9 5311(b) of title 5, United States Code, the Director may appoint

10 and fix the pay of such personnel as he considers appropriate to

11 assist him in the performance of his duties and functions,

12 subject to the provisions of such title governing appointments in -

13 the competitive service. Such personnel shall be paid in

14 accordance with the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III

15 of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and

16 General Schedule pay rates.

17 (e) STAFF OF FEDERAL AGENCIES.--Upon request of the

18 Director, the head of any Federal agency is authorized to detail,

19 on a reimbursable basis, any of the personnel of such agency to

20 the Director to assist him in carrying out his functions and

21 duties under this Act.

22 (f) ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES.--The Administrator of

23 General Services shall provide to the Director, on a reimbursable

.4 basis, such administrative support services as the Director may

25 request. The Ditector may use the United States mails in the

26 same manner and under the same conditions as other departments
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1 and agencies of the United States.

2 (g) ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS.--The Director shall annually

3 prepare and submit to the Congress a comprehensive report on the

4 activities and expenditures of the Agency.

5 (h) ANNUAL AUDIT BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL.--The Comptroller

6 General of the United States shall annually make an audit of the

7 Agency, in accordance with such regulations as the Comptroller

8 General may prescribe. The Comptroller General shall have access

9 to such books, records, accounts, and other materials of the

10 Agency as the Comptroller General determines to be necessary for

11 the preparation of such audit. The Comptroller General shall

12 submit to the Congress a report on the results of each audit

13 conducted under this section.

) 14 SEC. 4. REVISED SITING GUIDELINES.

15 (a) REPEAL OF SITING GUIDELINES.--The guidelines issued by

16 the Department of Energy pursuant to 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste

17 Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(a)), published in volume 49

18 of the Federal Register, pages 47714 through 47770, are hereby

19 repealed and declared to be null and void.

20 (b) REVISED SITING GUIDELINES.--Section 112(a) of the

21 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(a)) is amended

22 by striking the first sentence and inserting the following: "Not

23 later than 24 months after the date of the enactment of the

24 Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments of 1987, the Director shall, by

25 rule, issue revised guidelines for the recommendation of sites

26 for repositories. Such guidelines shall be issued with the
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1 concurrence of the Commission and in consultation with the

2 Council on Environmental Quality, the Administrator of the

3 Environmental Protection Agency, the Director of the Geological

4 Survey, and the Governor of any State desiring to participate in

5 the issuance of the guidelines. Such guidelines shall specify

6 the methodology that the Director shall use in ranking

7 prospective sites in order of suitability as repositories.".

8 SEC. 5. SITE SELECTION PROCESS.

9 (a) NOMINATIONS.--

10 (1) BASED ON NATIONAL SURVEY.--Section 112(b)(1)(A) of

11 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.

12 10132(b)(1)(A) is amended to read as follows:

13 "(A) Not later than 18 months after the revised guidelines

14 are issued under subsection (a), the Director shall nominate not

15 less than 5 sites that the Director considers suitable for

16 characterization under section 113, unless the Director

17 determines that it is not practicable to do so by that time.

18 Such nominations shall be ranked in order of suitability and

19 shall be based on--

20 "(i) the methodology specified under subsection (a);

21 and

22 "(ii) a nationwide survey of all potential host rocks

23 and sites that, in the judgment of the Director, may be

24 suitable for characterization.".

25 (2) LIMITATION.--Section 112(b)(1)(B) of the Nuclear

26 Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(B)) is
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1 amended to read as follows:

2 "(B) The Director may use information available on the date

3 of the enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments of 1987

4 to make such nominations and ranking but shall not take into

5 consideration the volume of information available about a

6 particular site in nominating or ranking any such site for

7 nomination.".

8 (3) RECOMMENDATIONS TO PRESIDENT.--Section 112(b)(1)(C)

9 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.

10 10132(b)(1)(C)) is amended to read as follows:

11 "(C) Not later than 18 months after the revised guidelines

12 are issued under subsection (a), the Director shall recommend to

13 the President for characterization as candidate sites not less

) 14 than 3 of the sites nominated under subparagraph (A) with the

15 highest rankings, as determined by the methodology specified in

16 the revised guidelines issued under subsection (a), unless the

17 Director determines that it is not practicable to do so by that

18 time.".

19 (4) PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED SITES.--Nothing in these

20 amendments shall be construed as requiring the Director to

21 nominate any site which had been designated a potentially

22 acceptable site prior to the enactment of these amendments.

23 (b) DRAFT AND FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS.--Section

24 112(b)(1)(E) is amended to read as follows:

25 "(E)(i) Not later than 6 months after the revised guidelines

26 are issued under subsection (a), the Director shall issue a draft
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1 environmental assessment for any site that the Director, under

2 subparagraph (A)(ii), determines may be suitable for

3 characterization. The Director shall allow not less than 6

4 months for public comment on any such draft environmental

5 assessment.

6

7 "(ii) At the time a site is nominated under subparagraph (A), the

8 Director shall issue a final environmental assessment for such

9 site. Each such final environmental assessment shall include--

10 n(I) a detailed statement of the basis for such

11 recommendation and the probable impacts of the site

12 characterization activities planned for such site;

13 "(II) a discussion of alternative activities relating

14 to site characterization activities planned for such site

15 and alternative activities relating to site characterization

16 that may be undertaken to avoid such impacts;

17 "(III) an evaluation by the Director as to whether such

18 site is suitable for site characterization under the revised

19 guidelines issued under subsection (a);

20 "(IV) an evaluation by the Director as to whether such

21 site is suitable for development as a repository under each

22 such guideline that does not require site characterization

23 as a prerequisite for application of such guideline;

24 "(V) an evaluation by the Director of the effects of

25 the site characterization activities at such site on the

26 public health and safety and the environment; )
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I "(VI) a reasonable comparative evaluation (based on the

2 methodology specified under subsection (a)) by the Director

3 of such site with other sites and locations that have been

4 considered;

5 "(VII) a documented description of the decision process

6 by which such site was recommended; and

7 "(VIII) an assessment of the regional and local impacts

8 of locating the proposed repository at such site.".

9 (c) FINAL AGENCY ACTION.--Section 112(b) (1) (F) (i) of the

10 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)(F)(i)) is

11 amended--

12 (1) by striking "(i)" after "(F)"; and

13 (2) by inserting "final" before "environmental

- 14 assessment" each place it occurs.

15 (d) PRESIDENTIAL DETERMINATION.--Section 112(c) of the

16 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(c)) is amended

17 by adding at the end the following:

18 "(3) If the President approves a candidate site under

19 paragraph (1) in an order other than the order in which such

20 sites were ranked under subsection (b)(1)(A), no site

21 characterization activity under section 113 shall be carried out

22 until at least 18 months after such approval.".

23 SEC. 6. SITE APPROVAL.

24 (a) PRESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION.--Section 114(a)(2) is

25 amended to read as follows:

26 "(2)(A) Not later than 6 months after receiving a
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1 recommendation for approval of a site from the Director under

2 paragraph (1), the President shall submit to the Congress a

3 recommendation of 1 site from the sites initially characterized

4 under section 113 that the President considers qualified for

5 application for a construction authorization for a repository.

6 The President shall submit with such recommendation a copy of the

7 report for such site prepared by the Director under paragraph

8 (1). After submission of such recommendation, the President may

9 submit to the Congress recommendations for other sites, in

10 accordance with provisions of this subtitle.

11 "(B) The President may extend the deadlines described in

12 subparagraph (A) if (i) the President determines that such

13 extension is necessary; and (ii) transmits to the Congress a

14 report setting forth the reasons for such extension."

15 (b) ACTION BY NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ON APPLICATION

16 FOR CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION.--Section 114(d) of the Nuclear

17 Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10134(d)) is amended by

18 striking paragraph (1).

19 (c) TIMING.--Section 114(f) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

20 of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10134(f)) is amended by inserting after the

21 fourth sentence the following: "The preliminary determination of

22 suitability shall be made for each such site at such time as the

23 draft environmental impact statement is filed for such site under

24 sLction 114(f).

25 SEC. 7. PRIORITY IN ALLOCATION OF DISPOSAL CAPACITY OF FIRST

26 REPOSITORY.
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1 Section 114 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42

2 U.S.C. 10134) is amended by adding at the end the following new

3 subsection:

4 "(g) PRIORITY IN ALLOCATION OF DISPOSAL CAPACITY.--(l) The

5 commission shall allocate disposal capacity in the first

6 repository among producers of high-level radioactive waste and

7 spent nuclear fuel in accordance with paragraphs (2) through (4).

8 "(2) In allocating disposal capacity under paragraph (1),

9 the Commission shall--

10 ."(A) give priority to high-level radioactive waste and

11 spent nuclear fuel generated (or expected to be generated in

12 the future) nearest to the repository; and

13 -"(B) minimize the transportation of such waste and

14 spent nuclear fuel.

15 "(3) The Commission shall, on January 1, 1991, and annually

16 thereafter until the 70,000 metric ton capacity of the first

17 repository has been filled--

18 "(A) determine the quantity of spent nuclear fuel or

19 high-level radioactive waste--

20 "(i) in existence on the date of such

21 determination;

22 "(ii) anticipated to be generated after the date

23 of such determination; and

24 "(iii) anticipated to be impozted into the United

25 States after the date of such determination;

26 "(B) determine the probable transportation route (and
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1 distance of such route) to the first repository from--

2 "(i) the location of each production or

3 utilization facility that generated and is in

4 possession of high-level radioactive waste or spent

5 nuclear fuel on the date of such determination;

6 "(ii) the location of each production or

7 utilization facility anticipated to produce high-level

8 radioactive waste or spent nuclear fuel after the date

9 of such determination;

10 "(iii) each expected port of entry into the United

11 States for any high-level radioactive waste or spent

12 nuclear fuel to be imported in the United States;

13 "(C) allocate in accordance with the priorities 3
14 described in paragraph (2), the 70,000 metric tons of

15 disposal capacity at the first repository among high-level

16 radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel--

17 "(i) in existence on the date of such allocation;

18 "(ii) anticipated to be generated after the date

19 of such allocation; and

20 "(iii) anticipated to be imported into the United

21 States; and

22 "(D) notify each production or utilization facility

23 described in clauses (i) through (iii) of subparagraph (B)

24 of the amount, if any, of disposal capacity allocated to the

25 spent nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive waste generated

26 at each such facility.
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1 "(4) Notification under paragraph (3)(D) shall not

2 constitute entitlement to disposal capacity at the first

3 repository, unless the high-level radioactive waste or spent fuel

4 that is the subject of such allocation is shipped to the

5 repository prior to a subsequent annual determination by the

6 Commission under paragraph (3).

7 "(5) As used in this subsection--

8 "(A) the term 'production facility' has the meaning

9 given such term in section 11 v. of the Atomic Energy Act of

10 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014(v)); and

11 "(B) the term 'utilization facility' has the meaning

12 given such term in section 11 cc. of the Atomic Energy Act

13 of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014(cc)).".

14 SEC. 8. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

15 Section 116(c)(1)(B) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

16 (42 U.S.C. 10136(c)(1)(B)) is amended by inserting after and

17 below clause (v) the following: "The Director shall also make

18 grants to States which are adjacent to a State in which a

19 candidate site for a repository is approved under section 112(c)

20 to enable such States to undertake studies of the safety and

21 environmental impact of having a repository located in an

22 adjacent State.".

23 SEC. 9. SECOND REPOSITORY.

24 (a) STUDY.--

25 (1) APPOINTMENT OF PANEL.--The Director shall appoint a

26 panel to study the need fordisposal capacity beyond the
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1 70,000 metric ton limitation described in section 114(d) of

2 the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10133).

3 Such panel shall be composed of persons with appropriate

4 technical training to make the determinations required in

5 this section.

6 (2) DETERMINATION.--If such panel determines that there

7 is a need for disposal capacity in excess of such

8 limitation, it shall--

9 (A) identify all technologically feasible options

10 for providing such capacity;

11 (B) rank such options in order of preference; and

12 (C) state the reasons for such ranking.

13 (3) OPEN MEETINGS.--Such panel shall be considered an

14 agency for purposes of section 552b of title 5, United

15 States Code.

16 (b) RECOMMENDATIONS.--The panel shall submit its findings

17 and recommendations to the Director not later than 12 months

18 after the date of the enactment of this Act.

19 (c) REPORT TO CONGRESS.--The Director shall promptly submit

20 the findings and recommendations of the panel to the Congress.

21 SEC. 10. REVISION OF MISSION PLAN.

22 Section 301 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42

23 U.S.C. 10221) is amended by adding at the end the following new

24 subsection:

25 "(c) REVISION OF MISSION PLAN.--The Director shall make such

26 revisions in the mission plan as may be necessary to carry out
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1 the amendments made to this Act by the Nuclear Waste Policy

2 Amendments of 1987. In making such revisions, the Director shall

3 comply with the procedures established in subsection (b), except

4 that--

5 "(l) the draft of the revisions shall be submitted in

6 accordance with subsection (b)(1) not later than 12 months

7 after the date of the enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy

8 Amendments of 1987; and

9 "(2) the revisions shall be submitted in accordance

10 * with subsection (b)(1) not later than 12 months after the

11 date of the enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments

12 of 1987.".
4

13 SEC. 11. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

14 (a) FEDERAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE AGENCY.--

15 (1) DEFINITIONS.--Section 2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy

16 Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10101) is amended by--

17 (A) inserting after paragraph (2)-the following

18 new paragraph:

19 " (3) The term "Agency" means the Federal Radioactive

20 Waste Agency established by the Nuclear Waste Policy

21 Amendments of 1987.11;

22 (B) redesignating paragraphs (3) through (8) as

23 paragraphs (4) through (9), respectively, and by

24 inserting after paragraph (9) the following new

25 paragraph:

26 "(10) The term "Director" means the Director of the
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1 Federal Radioactive Waste Agency established by section 3 of

2 the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments of 1987."; and

3 (C) redesignating paragraphs (9) through (29) as

4 paragraphs (11) through (31), respectively.

5 (2) SUBTITLE (A).--Except for the reference to the

6 Secretary of the Interior in section 114(a)(1) of the

7 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, subtitle A of the Nuclear

8 Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10131-10145) is amended

9 by striking "Secretary" each place it occurs and inserting

10 "Director".

11 (3) SECTION 301.--Section 301 is amended by striking

12 "Secretary" each place it occurs and inserting "Director".

13 (4) SECTION 304.--Section 304 of the Nuclear Waste

14 Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10131) is repealed.

15 (b) FINDINGS.--Section 111(a)(5) of the Nuclear Waste Policy

16 Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10131) is amended by striking "of Energy".

17 (c) ALTERNATE MEANS OF FINANCING.--Section 303 is repealed.

18 (d) RECOMMENDATION OF CANDIDATE SITES FOR SITE

19 CHARACTERIZATION.--Section 112(b)(1) of the Nuclear Waste Policy

20 Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10132(b)(1)) is amended in subparagraph

21 (A), by striking "first".

22 (e) HEARINGS AND PRESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION.--Section

23 114(a)(1) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C.

24 10134(a)(1)) is amended--

25 (1) in the second sentence, by striking "for the first"

26 and all that follows through the third comma;
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1 (2) by striking the fifth sentence; and

2 (3) in subparagraph (D)--

3 (A) by striking "for the first" and all that

4 follows through the second comma; and

5 (B) by striking the following: "concerning the

6 first repository to be developed under this Act'.

7 (f) RECOMMENDATION OF SITE APPROVAL.--Section 114(a)(2)(B)

8 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10134(a)(2))

9 is amended--

10 (1) by striking 'deadlines" and inserting "deadline";

11 and

-12 (2) by striking the following: "before.March" and all

13 that follows through "second site,".

14 (g) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT.--Section 114(f) of the

15 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10134(f)) is

16 amended--

17 (1) in the fourth sentence--

18 (A) by striking "first"; and

19 (B) by striking "alternate" and inserting

20 "alternative".

21 (2) by striking "The Secretary shall consider as alternative

22 sites" through "section 112(a)"; and

23 (3) in the last sentence, by striking "first".

24 I
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April 28, 1987

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 2055

Attn: Pocketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Secrctary:
I,

Please find enclosed the state of Washington's comments on the February 27, 1987 Federal
Register Notice regarding an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for changes to
10 CFR Part 60 on the Definition of High-Level Radioactive Waste. These comments
were developed by the state's Nuclear Waste Board under their authority to develop state
policies relating to the management of radioactive wastes and represent the citizens of
Washington State in these issues.

As noted in our comments, the brevity of the comment period has not allowed for an
intensive review of the consequences associated with this proposal. Therefore, the state
requests the Commission to consider additional comments submitted after the April 29,
1987 deadline.

Thank you in advance for your consideration of the state's concerns associated with this
proposed rulemaking.

Sincerely,

op,
Washington State
Nuclear Waste Board

W'AB/JS:hlt

Enclosure
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COMMENTS ON
THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S

ADVANCED NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

DEFINITION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Introduction

The Washington State Nuclear Waste Board developed the following comments on the
Federal Register Notice dated February 27, 1987 regarding an Advanced Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking for changes to the 10 CFR Part 60, Definition of High-Level
Radioactive Waste. Washington State legislation gives the Nuclear Waste Board the
responsibility for developing state policies related to the management of radioactive
wastes, evaluating federal actions, and serving as a spokesman on behalf of Washington
State citizens.

The Board's principal focus in the comments is on the impacts that waste definitions will
have on the disposal of reprocessing wastes presently stored at Hanford, and on the
requirements for the geologic repository system.

While the Board accepts the principle that disposal standards should reflect the risks and
hazards associated with the wastes as attempted in the Commission's proposal, redefinition
of waste classes, as proposed, may fail to achieve this goal due to several legal and juris-
dictional constraints. Therefore, the Board cannot support the high-level waste definition
proposed in the Advanced Notice due to numerous unresolved issues and the lack of
specific information. As Commissioner Asselstine points out, the proposed definition
creates a high potential for confusing the waste disposal issue.

The future of the Hanford tank wastes is of particular concern. These tanks present a
unique situation in that these wastes are a complex mixture of chemical and radioactive
materials unlike others in the country. The search for a conceDtual definition of high-
level wastes should not interfere with the timely and orooer disDos31 of these wastes,
Irrespective of the definition, we need to assure that the risks posed by these wastes are
matched by an appropriate disposal medium. The Commission's definition could cast the
future disposal of these wastes into a legal maze.

In addition, the brevity of the comment period has not allowed for an intensive review of
the consequences of this rulemaking, and the state requests the Commission to consider
additional comments submitted after the deadline.

The Board's major concerns center on four points: (1) Modifications to the Scope of the
Commission's Authority, (2) Conflicting Definitions of High-Level Waste, (3) Impacts on
Regulatory Authorities of Other Agencies, and (4) Lack of Information Nccessary to
Evaluate the Impact of the Commission's Proposals.
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1. fodifications to the Scope of the Commission's Authority

The development of a definition for high-level waste should not alter the )
Commission's existing authority to license Department of Energy 'Retrievable Surface
Storage Facilities and other facilities authorized for the express purpose of subse-
quent long-term storage of high-level radioactive waste' under the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5842 (4)).

Any wastes understood to be high-level wastes at the time of this Act, including the
Hanford tank wastes, must be disposed of in facilities licensed by the Commission.
As stated in the proposal, any classification of wastes as non-HLW on the basis that
they do not contain sufficient concentrations' of fission products would be irrele-
vant in determining whether such wastes must be disposed of in licensed disposal
facilities. For example, if DOE were to pursue its proposal for in-place stabilization
of the Hanford 'tank" wastes, most or all of the disposal rfacilities' for those wastes
would need to be licensed by the NRC.

It is useful in this respect to examine N'RC's previous comments about these wastes,
made in response to the DEIS on Hanford wastes (DOE/EIS-0113). Mr. Robert
Browning, NRC's Director of Waste Management, wrote: 'it appears that the Hanford
'tank wastes,' which from the information presented in the draft EIS would have
been regarded as HLW when the Energy Reorganization Act was passed, remain HLW
for purposes of determining whether or not NRC has such jurisdiction
[Llicensing of Hanford wastes tanks for HLW disposal will be procedurally complex
because of the need to develop appropriate standards and procedures, the existing
fait accompli status of the waste tanks, and the difficulty ih reasonably evaluating
alternatives . . . as required by the National Environmental Policy Act . .. [Wle
believe establishing the feasibility of [in situ] disposal as technically adequate to pro-
tect the public health and the environment will be exceedingly difficult and may not
be achievable.', (see also DOE/EIS-01 13, Vol. 1, 6.11).

In this regard, the Board is interested in the Commission's plans for licensing of any
facilities for the disposal of high-level wastes that are Dot geologic repositories. The
proposed rule should discuss the Commission's authority to license and regulate alter-
native disposal, given that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not authorize the DOE
to construct or operate facilities for the disposal of high-level waste by means other
than deep geologic.

In addition, this proposal should review Commission authority over the long-term
storage of these wastes. At what point in the defense waste storage at sites around
the nation does the Commission's licensing authority begin? Could these wastes be
'stored' for hundreds of years without entering into the licensing process for dis-
posal? The consideration of this information is important in evaluating the effect of
any high-level waste definition.

-2-
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2. Conflictine Definitions of Hirh-Lese1 Wsste

In Section II B 3 of the Advanced Notice the Commission proposes a conceptual
revised definition for high-level wastes as follows:

High-kvel radioactive waster or OHLK means: (I) irradiated reactor fuel.
(2) liquid wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction
system. or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subsequent extraction cycles.
or equivalent. in a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel. (3) solids into
which such liquid wastes have been converted and solid radioactive wastes from other
sources. provided such solid materials contain both long-lived radionuclides in con-
centrations exceeding the values of Tabk I and short-lived radionuclides with con-
centrations exceeding the values of Table 2.

In this definition the Commission classifies solidified reprocessing wastes as high-
level only if they contain both short- and long-lived radionuclides in concentrations
greater than the Class-C low-level waste standards of 10 CFR Part 61. The Board
feels that the adoption (and application) of this definition, as is, would not resolve
our present difficulty and in fact, fails to recognize the realities of reprocessing
waste management, especially as they pertain to Hanford and its tank wastes.

However, before elaborating on this position, it is important that the reader recognize
two key elements in the genesis of the HLW definition as it stands today. These are:

a) The Atomic Energy Commission's 1970 definition of HLW in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix F, which included:

A... those aqueous wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent
) extraction system. or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subsequent

extraction cycles..."

(This was the definition in use when Congress passed the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974. The Board believes that the intent of the Congress under the
Energy Reorganization Act was clearly to define reprocessing wastes as high-
level, and that long-term storage of these wastes were to be licensed by the NRC.
A rulemaking by the Commission that overrides the definition assumed within
the Energy Reorganization Act is clearly suspect); and

b) The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, in which Congress defined HLW as

'(A) the highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear
furl. including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any solid material
derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient conceizirn-
tiors: and (Bj other highly radioactive material that the Commission. consistent with
existing law. determines by rule requires permanent isolation.'

We feel that in these two successive definitions, Congress intended reprocessing
wastes to be included within the HLW category and to force these wastes to a reposi-
tory in toto. (See the following section for further comments.)

-3-
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From a historic perspective, we find the only real rererence to waste concentration
criteria for inclusion in a high-level waste definition to be within Clause A of the
NWPA, which requires fission products in sufficient concentrations. In its proposed
definition, the Commission appears to be using the authority granted in the NWPA
Clause B to include solids into which reprocessing wastes have been converted.

As stated in the introduction to these comments, the Board understands and accepts
the concept of structuring waste disposal standards according to the hazards those
wastes present. However, the Commission appears to be going beyond the intent of
Congress by including their proposed requirements for the classification of solidified
reprocessing wastes as high-level. A rulemaking of the type being proposed, without
changes to the definitions within Congressional acts, may not be legal and could be
fruitless.

3. Imnacts on Reeulstorv Authorities of Other Aeencies

One of the key deficiencies which we find in the Commission's Advance Notice of
HLW is that no stance has been taken, or information offered, regarding the degree
to which this proposal would affect the regulatory responsibilities (or programs) of
other state and federal agencies.

We have already noted our understanding of Congress' initial intent (to classify
Hanford's reprocessing wastes as HLW, and force them, as generated, to a repository).
However, since this initial stance, we have gained a significantly improved under-
standing of the waste streams in question. There appears to be a misconception on
the part of the Commission, as evidenced by their statement'on page 5994 of the
Advanced Notice that:

'Wffastes which have historically been referred to as HLW (i.e. reprocessing wastes)
are initially both intensely radioactive and long lived.

This statement is not consistent with our knowledge of the approximately 27 waste
streams routed to Hanford's double shell and single shell tanks. The majority of
these waste streams contain relatively low levels of radioactivity (less than Class-C).
Only three have been identified as having significant concentrations of long-lived
isotopes. DOE's plans for separation, vitrification, and disposal in a repository
encompass only these three waste streams. The remainder are scheduled for surface
solidification and disposal as generated.

The Board feels that the Commission's proposed redefinition has not incorporated
adequate consideration of the realities of the Hanford situation. No consideration
has been given to the mixed waste nature of these reprocessing wastes, or USDOE's
many existing or planned facilities for the surface disposal of these wastes. It is the
Board's firm conviction that if these wastes are treated, stored, disposed, or otherwise
managed using means outside the repository program, then they should be subject to
state and federal hazardous waste management programs. The DOE should not be
allowed exclusion from these reeulatorv structures as well as exclusion from geologic

-4-



Draft legislation in the United States House and Senate is attempting to address this
issue by excluding only wastes disposed via the repository program from EPA's
RCRA program, or authorized state programs. This approach stems from the assump-) tion that a repository will afford equivalent or greater environmental protection than
a RCRA facility.

DOE Hanford staff have also begun working in this direction, with specific activities
including detailed chemical waste analyses and the development of draft RCRA per-
mit applications for facilities planned for solidification and land disposal of
Hanford's reprocessing wastes. Unfortunately DOE Headquarters staff continue to
press for exclusion from regulation of Hanford reprocessing wastes. We find these
attempts unjustified and highly improper.

The Board also notes that DOE planning is going forward to decommission Hanford's
old federal reactors. These activities will generate a wide range of wastes, including
substantial volumes of wastes greater than Class-C. The timing of the Commission's
-prcsent proposal and its implications may have a major impact on these activities.
The proposed rulemaking should describe in greater detail the Commission's estimate
of the definitions impact and how it would be implemented in regard to these partic-
ular Hanford programs.

4. Lack of Information Necessary to Etaluale the Impact of the Commisslon's Proposal

The Commission should provide estimates of the costs necessary for disposal and the
volumes of additional high-level wastes that would be included under Clause B and
intended for deep geologic disposal. The definition proposed in the Advanced Notice
may include significant quantities of wastes that are not presently considered by
nuclear utilities to be destined for permanent isolation in a geologic repository. The
costs for disposal of these additional wastes may not be covered by established con-
tractual arrangements with DOE, and the volumes these wastes represent may not be
included in total repository volume estimates. This type of information is necessary
to evaluate the impact of the Commission's proposed rulemaking.

In order to evaluate tht adequacy of 10 CFR Part 61 standards as a dividing lice
between low-level wastes and wastes with fission products in sufficient concentra-
tion' and the need for upermanent isolation', more information is necessary. The
Board feels that the use of those low-level standards is probably a conservative
approach in trying to establish boundaries between what is allowed for shallow land
burial and what requires additional controls. However, the Commission should pro-
vide assessments of the protection afforded. and costs incurred by using enhanced
disposal systems for above Class-C wastes as well as protection afforded by deep
geologic disposal.

These assessments could then be used to estimate concentrations of radioactive wastes
that could safely be disposed of in a given system. The differences in concentrations
and types of wastes that could be disposed in enhanced systems could be compared
with what is allowed in shallow land burial. This comparison would provide insight
into cost/benefit analyses on the use of the low-level standard, particularly in terms
of total program costs and repository waste capacities. This approach may provide
information on the need for another set of standards for Above Class-C (intermedi3tc
level wastes), and the associated costs for developing a dispos3l program, including
the licensing or sites.
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